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Lumi,llrias lined UNM 'PtesidefJt .William E_. Davis' drivBWay last year,· approachin.g.season to bejolly, see tb!fspecial Christmas pull-out section
carrying on a New M-.ico holiday tradition. For more on the la$t· (B-1). Cl.obo file photo)

Lobos forfeit victor~
5 players ineligible
By Gail Rosenblum
UNM basketball players Larry Belin, Andre
Logan, Paul Roby,- Larry Hubbard ~d Larry
Tarrance areineligible to play basketball for UNM
because each received· three hours of credit for a
.course none attendt;ld.
The announcement was made Thursday· by
Director of Athleti~ John Bridgers. after transcripts on file at UNM .reflected that the five
players recejved three credit hours for a course
entitled "Current Problems in Coaching
Athleticst .offered . by Ottawa University in
Ottowa, Ka.n. The course was ()ffered last summer
at a eollege extension center in Van Nuysj Calif: ·.
Beca_use all but Tarrance . played jn .T~esday's
112-110 viptory over West Texas .State, the Lobo's
first win of the sea:son, tM game will be forfeited,
Bridgers said.
"
" TheJi.ve players. a.,nounced Thursday they had
beert informed of the irregularities in their trart•
scripts, a.nd a.l1 s!lid they had Il() knowledge ofhow
they became enrolled
the class or how the
Ottawa University records were trjlnsii1itted · to
tl':NM.
Athletic Admission. Counselor Terti C:baries said
she received separately sealed· envelopes. containing
transcripts for the players from Ottowa University
in .a two-day' sequenca. · She said she "did have
s:uspici~.na becajls~ the traJ1scripts were from the'
same SChool· for the Saine coUrse, "btrt alf £he
athletes involved were short hours, so l figUred
they took them together. That's not so unusual."

in

Manrin Johnson, adminjgtrative v1ce·president
for student affairs, said he did not know Hwith any
certainty who enrolled the players in the .course."
Junior Jerome Henderson is suspended from
Saturday's game against New Mexico State in Las
Cruces pending further investigation: concerning
class hours he ,received for the same .course,
Johnson s11id,
''Henderson said 'he ,did attend the course .in
question, but our Investigation has produced
enough doubt in our minds to lead us to believe he
did rtQt attend the course," Johnson said.
Junior Craig Gilbert was suspended from the
basketball tllllnilast Thursday because he received
16' hours of college credit from Merctlr Community
College in New Jersey ...-. a school he never attended.
· But. despite the loss -of seven players, including
three starters {Roby, Belin and Loga.n).1 the game
against .NMStJ "will be played with who w~ have
left/' Bridgers said.
·
'l'ke four remaining Lobos, seniors Everette
Jefferson and Jim WUliams, sophomore Kenny
Page and freshman Michael Johnson. wiU be joined
by· the latest basketball .tecruits: football players
Keith Magee a11d Derwin Willian:is, fre!jhmen:
Bruce Farmer and Paul Martinez of Albuquerque,
and senior bavid nomer9 , a
business ad·
ininistration:inajorltom Espanola.
Lobo l?hil Smibh is temporar.ily out with an
injury.

· '·

In his. second. day··. bn the job, f)il'fiCtor ol.Athle.tics John
· Bridgers announced that three ol the five starti11g players on
the· men's Lobo bask&tba/1 team were academically
ineligible to play at l)NM. th_e .Lobo~ must forfeit their
Tuesday w;n over West Texas State; (Photo by Charles
Poling)
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National Briefs
Byrd puts off
SALT debate
WASHING'I'ON
Democratic
leader Robert Byrd 'l'hursday put
off until next yenr debate on the
SAL'r ll treaty. A leading opponent ch11rged the delay was an
admission the pact was in "deep
trouble."
Byrd, confirming publicly
what most seMtors expected,
said, "I don't s:ce how it could
couc.olvab!y come up this year.
H's obvious it can't."
Sen. Jn\tc Carn, R-Utab,
conceded prolonged deb!lte on. the
windfall profits tax and the
shortness of time remaining
before Christmas played a role in
Byrd's decision.
But he said the delay was a
"tacit admission that the treaty
i5 in deep trouble and would not
be ratified .if it were voted on at
this time."

rllPil -Senate

Zimbabwe-Rhodesia as soon as
the Br!Cish governor arrives in
the war-torn African country.
'!'he vote was 90·0.
Key members of the Senate
Foreign- Relations Committee
received
assurances
from
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
that President Carter would sign
the bill. 'l'he House must first
giveits approval.
'rho
British
Governor,
probably Lord Soames, is expected to leave for Rhodesia over
the week~>nd which would start
the process of ending th!:l trade
embargo. Vance assured the
Foreign Relations Committee
that the sanctions would be lifted
no later than one month after the
governor's arrival.

Scientolog ists
ordered to jail

HtJbbard and top cb.urch leaders
who conspired to steal government files.
U.S. District Judge Charles
Richey sentenced Mary Sue
Hu.bbard to the maximum five
years in prison and a $10,000
fine. He ordered the R~:vs.
Henning Heldt and Duke Snider
to each immediately begin
serving four years in prison and
pay a $10,000 fine.
Heldt, wllo allegedly ordered
many of the activities, noted the
church was on the IRS' enemies
lists during tbe Nixon administration.

Man guilty
of spanking

victed Oct. 11.
Brown said he spanked the girl
becuase his former wife, the girl's
mother, Edith Mack, had asked
him for help in disciplining the
child.

Goldschmidt
is denounced
WASIHNGTON (UPI)
Members of a Senate committee
denounced
Transportation
Secretary Neil Goldschmidt
ThtJrsday for "political blackmail" and "disgusting" behavior
.in tying futuregrants for Chicago
to
Mayor Jane Byrne's
presidential endorsement.
Goldschmidt said the city will

get funds to which it is entitled,
but his department will deal with
"other responsible officials"
because "l have real personal
problems dealing with her, . .the
mayor's conduct just doesn't
entitle' her to a great de!ll of
respect."
Goldschmidt on Nov. ;!0 said
because
Byrne
switched
allegiance from President Carter
to Sen, Edward Kennedy
Chicago
might get less
"discretionary" funds-money
not
tied
to
specific,
Congressionally s.et formulas.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
administration, prom1smg a
proposed gas rationing pht.n on
Priday and studying a 50-c.ent-agallon tax, Thursday unveiled a
plan for voluntary state gasoline
conservation.
Energy Secretary Charles
Duncan - announced the conservation goals which call for
Knnsas motorists to cut their
driving 15 percent with smallar
sacrifices from most other states.
Duncan, in a news conference,
said a federal plan for CJJilpon
gasoline ration)ng-which can
only be imposed in .a dire
emergency-would. b_e publi~\led
on Friday. He also said officials
were considering a cortsumption·
dampening, 50-cent -tax on
gasoline along with a host of
other ideas for reducing _demand
for oil.
Duncan also announced a
national conservation goal that
would hold the line on gas
consumption in 1980 at the same
7 million- barrel• per day level as
this year.
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CAMDEN, N.J. (UPI)-A
New Jersey man was sentencliq
Thursday to a year on probation
and fined $1,000 for spanking his
15-year-old daughter with a
paddle so severely she was barely
.abletowalk. _ -"
__ _
Camden Superior Court Judge
LV. Oimattino sentenced. F_rank
Brown, 51, of Barrington, for
assault with a dangerous weapon
'.,.

a novel by Ron Arias
NATIONAL BbOK A W ARO NOMINEE

You've got to read this one!

I

". . . affinities with the tales of Malamud and 1.8.
Singer .. . "
Los Angeles Times.
"A revolutionary work."
Statifotd University
" ... masterful narrative . .. ''
Southwest Review
''A Chicano masterpiece .•• "
La till American Literary Review

Order from your bookstore or from:

Pajarito Publications
P. 0. Box 7264
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87194
Telephone: 242"2839
Clothbound $8.50

Paperbound $6.50

~~STUDENT BOO.KSTORE
2122 Central SE
(across from UNM)
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to the urge.
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Indulge your senses. Succumb to
the rich, distinctive taste of Dos Equis.
A real beer with a color all its own,
a freshness matched by no other imparl
and a light, natural carbonation
that won't (ill you up. ·
Go ahead. Give in to the irresistible urge.
Experience Dos Equis. The uncommon import
that stands out from the crowd. Just like you.
I

DOSEQJIS
The~il.,orl.
Name
Address
Phone ~-----~-~

Register to win a 10 ibs. Hershey
Bar· under no obligation
bri coupon by.
to buy,

-_'_. ·
1
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THE ROAD TO TAMAZUNCHALE

Senate lifts
sanctions
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Senate approved legislation
Thursday that would lift
economic
sanctions
against

Looking for ci different gift?

l

He was called onto the carpet
by the Senate Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs Committee,
which has jurisdiction over his
.
department.·

--WASIURGTON
•
•
t
(UPI)-Comparing their crimes
Rat10n1ng 8X to the Watergate cover-up, a
federal judge Thursday ordered
lan
d_
Ue
today
to jail the wife
Church of
P
-~S;ci;en;t;o~lo;gy;;~F;o;un;d;e;r~L~.;;R;;on;;~a~n~d~ch~i~W~a~b~u~s~e.~H~e~w~a~s~co;n,1
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Look under a different tree.
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GBXBRAL
STORa
111 Harvard SE
8117 Menaul NE
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Villa Hair Designs
A Unisex Salon
2914 Central S.E.
-

(Central & Girard)

Call Today 255~3279

'

Special
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)
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Haircuts
Perms

Deeember 7 &8

(across from UNM)

}

Frid~y &Saturday

I

'

20%0FF

35%0FF

·.

For the best in clothing and head $Upplies

'
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Three stylists available

I

watch for our one day a we.ek. ~:pe(Jial
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(across from Hoffmantown)
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Large lecture classes
get mixed reactions,
from students, faculty

Editorial

And happy holidays to you
By T.E. Parmer
hungar for the e<::stasy of Christmas
Tho Christmas season
has Past with Santa Claus and trees
hrwome a time of sadness. and tinsel.
Psycologists and sociologists tell us
When you go home, the week
th~t m this time of year people feel
between Christmas Day and New
most depressed, attempt more Years Eve is filled with visiting old
suicirJes and declare mental friends and relatives, watching day·
bankruptcy most often. The stores time TV and eating entirely too
are crowded by manic packs of much. After a few hours you can
rlmnonted shoppers and wrapping rediscover why you might h<Jve left
paper seems to bocomo dimmer home in the first place.
and thinner than the yeor before.
N!lw Years Eve has to be one o.f
Saloons do a hellish business, as my least favorite nights. The party
wrJII liS liquor stores. After all, 'tis atmosphere. accompanied with
tho snason to be ...
fiscal poverty can leave you in a dry
Studonts suffer particularly in funk with no one to blame. Or over·
this time ol tight money. Presents doing everything can leave you
cost bucks, transportation Is tired, sick, bust€d or dead.
dependent on funding and finals'
These things are not morbid.
schedules. In all the excitement a They can be de<Jit with easily. I
far.. oway place han(ls vaguely in the really do like the parties, as artificial
back of the mind, a gnawing as they may occasionally seem.

They offer a chance to turn maudlin
and sentimental when memories of
th~ pa5t year metamorphislze into a
dreamlike record of crystal clarity.
And it's fun to kiss people Iwho you
normally wouldn't give the time o.f
day to) at Midnight.
But what is really galling Is the
situation single people are thrust
into during the holiday season. One
goes to all sorts of functions alone,
which is not always. too terrible,
and then is made tel feel lis though
a. social faux pas has been committed. That's the rub - to be
made to feel as though being alone
is a crime.
Loneliness is nothing more than
unplanned solitude.
But loneliness can not properly
be considered a group sport. You
should be alone when you are

.

lit

II

lonely. The final crime and greatest
breach of the Social Contract is to
be lonely while· surrounded by
people, or surrounded by one
person, for that matter. That's
when it really hurts.

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

!ilm! r 1«4:;

7H!N!<ING OF

S$VfjjW8/JI..l.,
.TH/3 C#.INCR. Cf'
STII!l/0

Solitude is measured by the
comfort felt in one's own company.
It is to be cherished during quiet
moments of the day spent in
reflection, contemplation ot simply
escaping the pressures incurred
through everyday living, Solitude is
~ V<Jcation for the soul.

"··'

Other than that, the Holiday
Season isn't too bad. Chifled wines,
war,m fires and quiet conversations
- not bad. Given the constant
condition of humanity, we could all
be doing a lot worse,
Happy Holidays ...

Parting shots-hopes and wishes

I owe a lotto this school. 1hough
It was Fall, 1976. At that time
Coronado Hall was one of UNM's I've had some choice classes and a
coed dormitories, a fine place for a modest amount of formal
stranger to get acquainted with the education, the lessons that stand
University and some of its more out are those earned in Jiving below
the poverty level for four years in
colorful students.
It was my first semester at UNM. the sleaze and grime of a college
Looking back, that term typifies the town t:urn boom town way past its
four years I've spent here: good prime. Some people like to call
times, bad times, incredible times, UNM "The Harvard on the· Rio
Despite the ROTCs, the dorks, the Grande" - I prefer "The School on
rinldng RAs and tl1e sometimes --Route 66." What better blackboard
indigestible food at LaPo, it was of life than Central Avenue? To
UNM and Albuquerque I owe much
real.
Like these fond four years, th<rt gratitude.
semester started slow, picked up
speed and then I completely lost
But part1ng shots aren't complete
!he brakes. At 'the end, just a blink without some hopes and wishes for
and it was history. The faces 'Ole U. First and most blatant:
became a blur; the classes, the UNM cries out for a drastic
times, the all-nighters and Frontier deemphasis
of
intercollegiate
sweet rolls blending into a gumbo athletics. New Mexico should take
of celllege life.
the lead in cleaning up and toning

down -sports~ Isn't the writing on
the wall? We're not alone in our
scandals. Athletics for the benefit
of boosters, alumni and organized
criminals does not have to be.
Ellenberger and Goldstein are not
alelne. The real victims - lest we
forget - are the players and the
students.
The faculty needs to rise off of its
tenured ass and get involved. The
administration stifles those few
creative minds who fight to keep
ideas flowing, but ifthe strongarms
in Scholes Hall would see some of
you retirees out there becoming
active and vocal, they'd swallow
their tongues.
UN M needs respectability and
activism in student government. No
one should be su.rprised at the
antics of elected officials in New
Mexico when so many of the cons
in Santa Fe (not in prison) learn the
ropes at ASUNM. Break the
stranglehold of the Greek Mafia
over ASUN M and bring purpose
back to the senate.
And for the Sake of UNM, stop
kissing ass to the coWboys in the
state legislature. If you want a
University, stand up tall; if you
want a glorified nursery school,
keep bending over.
Last, but by no means least,

never fmget that UNM contritllites
to the drill for death we call The
Arms Race. Tell the warmongers
and Cold Warriors in the federal
government to take their research
dol.lars elsewhere. Instead of
directing our energies toward
global warfare, we should attempt
to solve the real problems facing
the world today: future agriculture,
depletion of resources, pollution of
the E;arth, population management,
lovelessness, How long can the
hypocrisy continue?
Back to 1976. At the end of the
semester we gave a party. While
the second floor girls' RA was out
for the evening, we mixed up vats
of Everclear and vodka, and
anything else handy, opened all the
doors and turned on all the stereos,
and danced the halls in drugged
freshman ecstasy.
When the fink showed up (too
damned early I), our numbers were
so many and our spirits so high that
she had to send for reinforcements.
RAs from all over Coronado and
other dorms converged on the
delinquent floor, but we would not .
be moved. Several. of our compatriots were evicted the next day.
sadly, but we had flung the last
fling. So long, UNM. It's been nice
tel know 'ya.

\'
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enrolh.nent of 14 1800 this semester. UNM
has 22,033 students this Semester.
Ferraro, professor .of the lar~llst class on
campus, suid, "I don'tthink any professor
prefers lur~e classes to smullortes When we
mean a class thut ran~es from 500 to 900
students, us my introductory cluss has
dotl!l in the !ast 10 years."
Ferraro said the reason for not
preferring these clusses, as far as he is
concerned, relutes more to the amoun.t of
puper work than tc;> the instructional
function. "However, from an educutionul
point of view,'' he said, "I c11n be as ef£ective a lecturer in a class of 900 . as in a
class of 50 or 35 ."
He sa,id teuchers can be more effective
in u large class if they motivate their
students und give them a sense of identity
as part of the cluss. l:I!O! S!liQ he does not
consider his students as numberSlli!dsuid
that he hus a real sense of communication
with them.
''A professor cart leave himself open-to
communication in class through formal
question and answer periods," he said.
"And he must mean it when he says 'My
door is open to students outside the
classroom."'
·
If students in Ferraro's class want to
h11ve their questions unswered, they must
write them down and. put them eln his
podium before class begins.
Ferraro said the differenceis not in class
size, but in the delivery system used. Thut
is, if it. is u lectute cluss, a tutorial cluss or
a discussion class. "Students who criticize
large classes rea,Uy don't like reliance on
the lecture system,'' he suid. "The lecture
system is the most efficient in presenting
lar~e amounts of information to students.

The largest class on campus, w[th 556 registered students, is Douglas
Ferraro's. Psych(Jiogy 101 class held in Woodward Hall. {Photo by John
Chadwick)
So it does have advantages."
until the full of 1978. He .said cluss sizes
The UNM administraUon, on the other could .not be reduced in th() fnll of 1977
hand, believes the size of u lecture class because plans had already been made on
does make a difference. In 1976 UNM how the money was going to be spent
President Willium E. Davis requested before the funds were appropriated.
additional funding from the stute Board of
In the 1978·1979 flscul Ye!lr there was u
Educational Finance for the fiscal yeur substantial decrease in the number of
1977-1978. He made a commitment to the large classes and a decrea,se in tho size of
board-that the money would-be'used to cut- thesB- classes. -In-the falL of 1978, there
down on large class sizes.
were seven classes with .300 to 5g9
"There was a feelin~ that some of these students. These rigutes .are the srune for
courses with 900 students could be better thespringof1979.
tau~ht in smaller classes,'' said Anthony
This semester the number of large
Hillerman, assistan. t to the president. ''It
classes has increased to nine clusses with
was also felt that these very large classes
300 to 59. g students. When compared to
had bad psychological effects on
some other universities in mctropolitun
students.''
a.reus, this is not a large umount, '!'he
The board appropri,uted the additional
following universities ha.ve main campus
funds to UNM, yet the full of 1977 had the
populations comparable to UNM's muin
lurgest number of large classes since the
· fall of 1975. There were 13 classes with 300 campus population.
or more students thut semester, and {our
The University of Akron, with 23,264
of those classes had 600 students or mote.
students this semeste.r, has more than 600
According to UNM's Associate Provost students in 25 percent of its lower·division
of Academic Affairs Joel Jones, the lecture classes undone class with 300 to
co~m~m~l:.:'t::.:m:::e::!n:.:t:.-l:co=ul:.:d:....!n:::.o:..:t:.-l:b~e~im::.:·~p:!:le~m=en!!t~ed=-...:5:..:9cc:9..cs:..:t:..:u:.:d:..:e:.:n.c..ts"-:-.-~----------

First Church of Religious Science
We would like to share our positive-. proven--·
approach to life with you.
Join us at our
9:00a.m. or ll:OO a.m. Sunday Service
with coffee and fellowship following
Topic "Is Christ Coming?"
C<>-Ministcrs: Rev. Larry White
Rev, Judy White
Metaphysical bookstore open 10:00-S:(JO weekdays
Addr.ess: 3320 San Pedro N.E.
Phone: 881-4311
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By Stephanie Dominguez
''I hate it," said a UNM student about
the size of her psychology class. "There's
no chance for individual attention. That's
why I'm transferrin~ to U of A next
semester."
She is u sophomore in the largest class
o.n campus, Psychology 101. The class is
taught by Pou~las Ferraro and has o56
students according to a count taken by the
Registrar's office 21 days ufter class
begun, Aug. 27.
The student said that although teachers
have office hours, not ull students can use
them. "Like me," she said. ''I don't have
time to make an appointment in between
my classes. My schedule gives me just
enough ti:me to go to :my .classes and then
to be where I have to be afterwards .. ,I like
the teacher. I just don't like the class
size."
But not all students agreed with her.
Graduate student Bobby Nobels said,
''It's ~re-at.' Yciu- cai1 sleep i'i~ht through it.,. Then he added more seriously, "He's
a good lecturer. He hOlds our attention."
:Ken One Feuther, a sophomore, said
large classes can be advantageous.
"There's no roll call. It is' completely up to
the student to finish his studies. I'm kind
of an introverted person. So I feel·I 'm kind
of lost in the crowd. Small classes make
·
me anxious," he said. "Cal State (in
Fresno) has classes of good size, not too
big and not too small."
Culifomiu State University in Fresno
has no classes with more thun · 150
students. According to an official at the.
university, .the school has three lecture
halls and none ofthem hold more than 150
students, The university has an
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If You Think All Bean Bags Are Alike,

Try Ours!
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Coors sales dropped 10% in New Mexico in 1978
SOMEFOLKSDON'f BUY COORS BEER BECAUSE:

e Coors is 6ltered through asbest()s pads
• Coors• has been found guilty of violating
fcderallaborlaw
• Coors• manufactures porcelain for military weapons
• Coors• has been f(lund guilty by the
Clllorado Civil Rights Commissi.on
• Coors finances anti-ERA activities
• Coors claims to morally and financially
;upport: the'John Birch Society
il In twenty years, 20 unions h~ve 'ceased'
.to exist at Coots
These are all good reaoons not to.buy Coors beer,
hut there are many more.

Opinion~: O(llf\1011~ 11111~1 h~; iY'Pcd, tlt"\tthle
"'l'•'\l'tl' nit a (l(J ...·jiai:L:' !tnt.' nnd "'i!t\ttl tw the

dUihllr ~tilt lilt: !ltJthtlt~\ IHUJII:. iltldtl.'\\ -~tltl
tcll'J1hnlit/ t1llmh!H 1 hl'V \ll(lU'Jd \-IC Jlti l!lti~CI
rban ·<IHl ~'ord~. Onh tla,• hanl<! tlfthc·nntlit"ir will

he (ii-lfltl'd 11ntl llaril~~ v.il\nnl he" n'hhdtl

I·hl' I)~Jh- .l.il~fu. tli\1!\ r\nJ 1!-\f:Jtilhtce
flUh\1\UIIIl!i .
:..\11 \tlt"tnil'-"n_ifl;. hL.'Lt\ili~ ihc f'lfll)"ll,'n~· tlf fkc
'ir\\ \tnkii l)all'j f.liht; iHHl >.t-tl\ ht'-CtlJICtl'fm
lcU}!Ih lll1thl'H'II'I.~ ~o\lill Clll

Boycott
for more infoilitation,-.con!actr
Albuquerque Boycott Committee
Chicano Studies Center, UNM
271-5020

glove-sqft vinyl
double•zippered bottoms
the finest leather·look vinyls
wide selection of colors
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AH·H·H ..•THAT'S 1-JappinC!))®!
. liapplncz))® Bean Bags
Guaranteed to be tree from defeGts in workmanshiP .and
materials or replaced at nb charge
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ATO fraternity officer arrested in raid

By G~Qrge Bennett
Albuquerque Policll and St11te
Alcohol and Beverage Control
11gen ts moved in on the Alpha
Wl.'l.'Jl 'I'JIIi <:m·JioN
'l'11u Onteg11 fraternity 11nd
JIL:\ l (;Jil' I l'tlbt;
arrested the social committee
0~ PlmCJ lAS(·: CJV
CJIJ•-l•:~.~')'fJo;J\.1\-~ Djl f IOAGIK().
chairman in a surprl&e raid
{)I'J·;~f'l-11. Mfi)Nl GilT YH:I•'KEN"I)S~
during !l recent party.
Arre~ted and charged with
. . . . . . . . . Ill . . . dispensing
alcohol without a
Ill
.
license was UNM sophomore
11
Brett Rosen. Officiul charges
weru not filed against the.
fraternity itself.
The UNM arrest follows a
recent raid on a New Mexico
State fraternity for liquor
violations.
Gary Golden, .assistant dean of
Insure your car with I
students,
and fraternity
ofCdterion ;1nd enjoy
ficiuls were to meet with st;~te
Ill importilnl benefit.; I Uquor Director Jim Baca to
like these:
II discuss what is ~llowed at
I .l Convenient Pily- 1 fraternity patties prior to the
1 date of the UNM arrest. Baca
111111
ment Plan.~
failed to appear.
[1 Country-wide
••
"Nobody really knows just
Clilim Service
what the law is at this time" said
Golden. "If tho fraternity is
II
Dependable
•
_
to be . a private
•
· · Protection
I consii!ered
residence,. -th!m i.t was aJf :right: If.
I r·J Choice of
I it is a public residence then the
I
Coverage~
I sale was wrong."
I Call or visit today for. A'l'O President Bob McDowell
a free rate quotation . • said, "IL was a screw up in
communication. We didn't know
SSI-lU~S
B 720() M enaul lllnl. :-i E • it (the sale of alcohol without a
II ~Jon-Fri U-5:1!0 Sal. !J-1 I license) was against the Jaw. We
showed, but Baca didn't,. so we
I
I decided to go on with the party.
We were mado an examplu of. 1

don't think it will hurt us that
bad because we're one of five
fraternities on campus that have
special offices in ou.r national
headquarters to de&l with this

type of a situation."
"At present we are trying to
change .the charges so they will
be against the fraternity ;~nd not
Rosen," said Golden. "That way

.

_h_ri_s_tDl_·.
·.·. ____
a_s___________________

c
._
.·

it won't hurt him and the
fr<tternity c11n pay the fine if
necessary. It's just as much
everyone else's fault as it W!ls
his/'

Need auto ;
: insurance? :

Callthe

11

•

: specialists! :
a
~

;

'

I.

n

1

2!r~!c~£!~~~~
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Campus officers Robert Doxey (left) and Rick Carb;~jal<~r.rest Martin Perea, 27, Thursday afternoon in connection with a shoplifting incident at UNM Bookstore. He was
apprehended in a parking lot south of Castetter Hall after being chased by several
peoplefrom the bookstore. (Photo by John Chadwick}
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Offering a large stock of
*Imported & Domestic * Illuminations
cigarettes
*lneense
*Cigars & Pipes
* Celestial Seasonings
*Tobacco
Teas
Sampling Bar
A complete selection of HEAD paraphernalia
and
ZOOM· used to restore mental alertness
and to reduce hunger an:d fatigue

PRECISION R A DISCOUNt
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student disco.t.mt card. It's good fora wholeyear,
and entitles. you to 10% off any Command Performance service. Including our precision haircut
Precision haircutting is O!Jr technique for cutting the hair in harrnony
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut
will look as ~ood after five days as it
.

does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo
and blow'-dry costs just $14.00 for
guys or gals, less 100'/o of course. We
also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and conditioning. No
appointment needed, just come in.
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SALE15%

®

Command Perfo1rmauee
Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery a11d Eubank

298-9521

Mon-Fri 0·9
Sat, !)..6

2318 Central SE
268-7578

.

'

Arrowhead Squate
San Mateo and Zuni
266-2949

.i

Gift Certificates
Layaway
shop early for best selection

Jt.U,.AccQ -

Take advantage of our offer,. it's
precisely What you need.

~

.,

off entire stock of
1

l
I

.

paraphernalia & tobacco pipes
good wlth coupon oi1ly ·expires 12/I+/79
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The Christ child is born -1n 1979

!_____

1
1

By M 11rtin Jnnowski
Mary und Joe were sitting
dejectedly beside their 1961
Chevy pickup, the engine
amoking badly on tho shoulder of
I -25 blllfWJJ.y between PI ucit~s
and Albuquerque.
,Joe wflS a carpenter in Placitas
and specialized in handmade
furniture,. which occasionally was
sold by a (Tiend who went to the
weekend f!cn markets in
Albuquerque. His furniture had
not Hold well recently and Joe
wanted to expand his business
nnd get somu new tools, so. he
<•ould sell it independently. When
h<• h!!Urd that the Small Business
Adminlstrution was giving out
loans
to
indepe11dent
businessmen, he knew he would
have to travel to Albuquerque to
apply fur the loan.
Joe was worried about hiB
young wife, Mary, who was
pregnant and very near to the
time of birth. He did not want to
put her through the stress of a
lmmpy ride in the -pickup, -but
there was no one to take care of
har should she have the child in
Placitas.
"You folks need some help?"
said a rancher who had parked
behind the smoldering heap and
swaggered up to the dejected
couple. "Boy, I'm S\lrprised that
truck even made it onto the high·
wuy ."
"We need to get to
Albuquerque. Can you give us a
lift?" Joe asked humbly.
"Well, hell, I'm bending that
way to pick up feed S\lpplies for
my cattle. If you don't roi.nd
sitting in the hack with mY dog,
you're wekon1e to come along,"

'•

the runcher said.
Several bumps, angry snarls
from the dog, and an hour later,
Mary and Joe were at the SBA
office. Joe ta.lked to one of the
office secretaries who told him
that his business would have to
qualify under section 406,
paragraph 2, clause 3 of the Rules
and Regulations of the SBA,
which requires the businessman
to he at least $10,000 in debt
before applying for the loan, Joe
turned sadly away because he
had always tried to make a go of
it without !IllY financial help, and
though broke now, was not in

debt.
Mary and Joe, somewhat
bedraggled from their ex·
periences of the moming, walked
across the street to the bank. "I
need to get a lo!lll for my
business," Joe told the secretary
and was immediately ushered
into the bank loan office to fill out
some forms.
"We may have a problem
giving you a loan, Joseph," the
loan officer said, smiling. "You
see, you are from.outoftown and
you have no established credit.
Do you have any assets?"
Joe replied that he had a

dopkey and the lo!ln officer said
one more smart remark and they
would have to leave.
"Unless you've established
credit, we can't give you a loan.
I'm sorry," the man said and
showed · them to the door,
muttering to himself that these
hippies ,should get off food
stamps and work.
The December air w"s chilling
and snow was starting to fall as
Mary and Joe shivered in the
bustling crowds that moved
liround them dowtown. !'vfary
had just started labor and Joe
knew he had to find a. place for
Mary to have her baby. A
staggering man in a raincoat;
advised them in slurred language
to go to .the Good Shepherd
Refuge to get a place to sleep for
the night. Joe thanked him for
his directions but declined a
drink from his flask.
As Maty and Joe headed
toward the refuge, a man stepped
out from the alley and hit Joe on
the head with a blackjack,
kno~king him unconscious. Mary
screamed !!nd fainted, while the
man rifled through Joe's pockets,
running down. the alley when. he
heard an approaching siren.
"Another drunk," the police
officer said, "Let's haul him in so
he doesn't die of frostbite. And
get that woml!n to a hospital."
Mary had her baby at BCMC
and the next morning was asked
who the baby's father was. Mary
answered truthfully and was
immediately transferred to the
Mental Health Ward and the
baby was put under the care of
the state,
Joe, meanwhile, was released.

from jail aftllr he e~plained what
hid happened and immediately
went to BCMC to .see Mary and
the newbom child. The nurse at
the desk told him wbat Mary had
sai!). and when Joe confirmed her
story, he was -whia'ked away by
two white·jacketed
hospital
employees and pu!; in a room at
the same mental w"rd as Mary,
After three. wee.ks of trying to
convince the doctors of the
validity of tha story, Mary and
Joe gav\l up and escaped 'through
the gate, past a sleeping guard,
They found the child at BCMC,
hid him under Mary's blue
poncho, and ran down to the
Greyhound bus depot to catch a
bus.
"Give me a ticket to the next
bus out of town," Joe said
hurriedly and was given two
tickets to Yuma, Ariz., a pl11ce
whose landscap!l resembles the
desertsofEgypt.
Back at the Mental Health
Center, three colorfully garbed
psychic astrologers, who had
he<trd -of. -Mi;icy' s stocy; hadbrought gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh to give the
child. The nurse on duty went to
inform Mary and Joe they had
visitors, but the room was
empty. She called the police who
headed dow to the bus depot to
intercept the fugitives. The
astrologers hopped in their car
and raced to meet them before
departure.
They rushed into the depot
just as the bus pulled away and
the police drove up, The police
arrested the astrologers for illegal
possession of .gold and suspicion
of d~~~;ling innarcotics,

ARE WE CRAZY? NO,
WE'RE CUSTOM HI·FI,
AMERICA'S ONLY AUTHENTIC
STEREO DISCOUNT CENTERS!
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DON'T go on safari
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for unusual presents - come to· ·~
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• antique quality clothing
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• chinese silk tapestries
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• postcards
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antiqull jewelry
• collectables
• and many other
Uriusual gilts
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Pop!) in' ).umpers from the foul line or
cheerin'in !he bleachers .. the Pepsi Generalton
knows that a courlful ofteam spirit
is a big part of having . a Pepsi Day And when the
game takes a break. they -make a last .
break for plenty of ice"cold Pepsi-Cola
But Pepsi People aren't JUSt sports
fans in the gym. They're kids in Pepsi·Cola'sYo Jth
Sports Program~ learning sports skills today
they can use for a life.Ume Kids learning to love the
.excitement of all sports each a.nd
every day. K1ds learning to make each day
a Peps1 Day. You can, too.
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SHOP FOR
BETTER HEALTH
AJI Across America in 42 Cities in

wishes

The U.NM CommunitY
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Happy Holiday Season

San Mateo

5005 Menaul Blvd.
262·0858

and a

Healthy New Year'
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Custom Hi FlWin Not Knowingly Be Undersold!

3418 Central Ave. SE
255-4158
' . . .· ...;; •.
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CIISTDM MAkES IT EASY Til SAVEl ~·~3tf.[ti~~~
•Most major credit c11rds
accepted!
•lnterest·fteelayaway!
•E'IISY monthly paymsnts
with approved credit!

•Minimum c_ontln/.Jous pdwtu output
RMS ilf 8 o/rmSfrom 20'20,/)()() Hz.
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Holiday just
another day,
•
more worr1es,

For some people, Christmas will be. dayjustJike any other day. A day spent looking for the
next mea/and a place to sleep. (Phptp by Beti Martinez)

Luminarias part of state's history

ro.ad. He smiled.
By Pat Wier
"I already did it once this
"Guy, you got sorne spare
change? Just a few pennies, for week, they won't let rne do it
rny buddy here. He's throwing up again. 71
''Then why are you here?"
blood man ... he's got an
"I don't know, I just ended up
ulcer . .,just a few pennies for
here.
Walked all night."
rnilk, man. '" "
He told me he walked at night
I stepped back frorn the figure
draped in a long, greasy over· to .keep warm. He said they
coat, who was pressing close to wouldn't Jet him in the flophouse
me, his hands spread out at his he tried to get ipto because he
sides emphasizing what a small had caused trouble the last time
request he was waking. His hair he was there.
"Can't make trouble there," he
hung in matted ropes aroupd his
face and there was a red gap said .and stomped his house
slippers a couple of times.
between his lips instead of teeth..
Before I could questio11 him
He followed me aPd I felt a
further,
he a-sl<ed ine,- ''Wanna- lltt1e stupid telling hlm I didn't
hear
som'
thin' funny'/"
have any money. I didn't, but it
"Sure,"
I answered; I could
was obvious that he didn't
believe me, "Just a few pennies, always use a laugh.
He went on to tell about a
man ... it won't break you ... "
'l'his wasn't going to be easy. I friend of his - "this frien' of
mean, how do you ask a guy mine - a real dumb·ass'' - who
who's hungry,· hupgover and "bit the dust" a couple ofmonths
cold, what he is going to do for ago in Denver.
It turns out that "dumb·ass"
Christmas? ~ "Hey buddy, can
had
decided to spend the night in
you spare a minute?"
There was .a long line at the one of those garbage bins that
blood donor center. The place apartment complexes use, It was
was still closed and most of those warm and no one could see him to
waiting were milling around, chase him away. Sounded like a
clapping their arms around their pretty good idea.
"Well, tha.t asshole sl~Jpt good
sides and shaking their legs in
there, too good!," the old man
trying to keep their donations
said
and .then broke into a laugh.
warm.
He
hitched
up his pants, which
I boldly approached the line.
Boldly that is, until 1 was almost fell down fro.m the force of
recognized as not the regular his laugh.
He went on to tell me that
cold.tu.rkey-down•and-out-wine·
bottle-nurser that usually dumb·ass neglected to wake up
frequents the place. A misfit early enough the next morning.
It happened to be garbage pick·
among misfits.
A firing line- of states hit me up day. The· garbage truck came
that s!Ud, "Now, what the hell do and its mechanical arms scooped
you want?" - not what you'd up the old bin and dumped its
call conducive to the interview. contents into the ·back of the
But I walked up to the guy in the truck.
''Well, you know what them
overcoat anyway, and before I
could open rny mouth, he opened. trucks do with the garbage, don't
his in an attempt to. lighten my you?" I knew, but wasn't fast
pockets. I tried to chartge the enough to stop him. "They
subject, but that was like trying squish it! And he was ... he
to gather mercury with a pit· was .. ,squish¢d right with it."
The old . man was almost
chfork - this guy was a pro. I
laughing too hard to finish. He
finally just had to walkaway.
I noticed someone huddled by was laughing so hard that he held
the side of the buildihg, not in the his stomach and bent over - his
line, but in the space between the laughs began to sound more like
center and the store ne:xt door. It coughs and then he began to
was an old man with a bright choke. He turned awa:Y from me,
orange hunting cap .on his nearly . fell to his knees and started to
bald head. He was hugging a red vomit. I walked away.
1 didn't feel like asking anyone
cloth coat around his sides. It
was a women's coat with one of e.ny more questions. I didn't find
those fake fur collars and big, out what I was supposed to in the
silver-dollar sized black buttons. first place - what Christmas is
Be was leaned up against the like on the s.kids - but I .think I
building staring out to the street. know anyway,
Christmas . is just like any
He didn't seem to be looking at
anything, just staring blankly.
other day. You wortder - how
you will eat, where you can beg a
I ventured a question.
"How come you're not in line?" drink, if the cops are gonna pick
He gazed up at m.e, his face you up today ... and you walk was rutted like an old washed-out to stay warm.

THE

BOOKSTOP
Good Books
Clild
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By Leslie Dopov811
In a few weeks Christmas will
again light up the streets of cities
all overtheU.S.
Most large cities will be
displaying garlands of brightly
colored lights strung over city
buildings.
But her!) in Albuquerque we
have a much simpler light show
~ we have las luminarias. These
lights have shared a portion of
the stat¢'s history.
·
The earliest luminarias were
bonfires . built by Spanish
colonlsts in this area who h!ld no
festival lights for Christmas
processions.
Be~swax Wa$ rare and costly in
these colonies,. and candles made
of animal fat burned too quickly.
So the colonists resorted to

=

seek lodging in Bethlehem, and
By Lori Gallagher
The Christmas season is many people refuse to be
celebrated by people throughout bothered with two more weary
the world with a variety of pilgrims. Eventually, a kind
traditions and customs. One person offers them a rude shelter
prevalent New Mexico Christmas where Mary gives birth to Christ.
Although each Las .Posadas
custom is Las Posadas, the
ceremony
varies with locale and
drama-representation of Mary
participants,
the · custom
aPd Joseph seeking shelter for
generally
is
enacted
on .nine
Christ's birth.
co.nsecutive
nights
from
Dec. 15
·'"'!las Posadas is said "to have
to
23
and
is
spoken
in
Spanish.
first originated in the 17th
This year .in Albuquerque Las
Century as a Christian worship
service, used only by Indian Posadas will be celebratei:l in·
groups
throughout Mexico. dividually by local Catholic
_ Eventually, the custom spread parishes. In each parish nine
· throughout the Spanish·speaking fatitlties will participate as ho~t· ·
howes. Each night a different
world.
.
.
New Me:xico has preserved Las young woman and young man
Posadas as one of its many will represent Mary and Joseph.
Gathering at a predetennined
traditional Christ:mas customs.
place,
a home or church, the
The drama representation is·
enacted from the Christmas participants begin the ceremony
gospel story: Mary and Joseph by singing traditional hymns in

=
=
=
=
=
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traditional rituals like Los ofthe highway.
In Alb~;querque, there will bo
Pastores and Las Posadas are
displays throughout the city. Old
enacted.
Apart from the origiMl Town will light one ofthe st11te's
Spanish Catholic tradition, today most beautiful displ11ys at dusk
the Iuminaria· farolito tradition is Dec. 17·24. On Dec. 24. Old
observed by peoplo of all Town will nlso present tll(J ritual
backgrounds and faiths as n J,os Pastores play.
'l'he Albuquerque Chamber of
symbol of the warmth and
Commerce
will sportsor n Sunenlightening joy embodied in the
'l'ran bus tour of luminnria
holiday spirit.
This year, the luminaria· displays 011 Chdstrnas Eve. 'l'he
farolito tradition will be observed route of t.ho annual tour will
at most of New Mexico's pueblos include the Old Town, Country
and historical buildings as well as Club and Los Alto.s subdivisioM.
'rickets for the tour can he
nt pei'ROPal residences.
Tularosa, a small town on purchased for $2 beginning Dec.
Highway 54 in southern New 17 at the Albuquerque Chamber
Mexico just ea$t of White Sands, of Commerce Convention Center,
is also noted for its eight-mile Juliet's Flowers at Winrock
farolito display lining both sides Center and Sears at Coronado
of the median and hot~ shoulders Center.

A young man carrying n
honor of the Virgin Mary:. The
hymns are followed by a musical "santo" (statue) of Joseph and n
dialogue between the .pilgrims young woman carrying !l "santo"
outside the houses and the of Mary walk from house to

couple is followed by other
parishioners carrying lighted
candles. 'fhe couple is refused
time uftcr time, and they con·
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making luminaria bonfires frorn
pitch .and the abundant pinon
wood.
Later, in the 19th Century,
U.S. merchants brought cheap
tallow candles to New Mexico.

Then, in the 20th Century,
some \mknown New Mexican
placed sa,nd in the bottom of a
brown paper bag .and stuck a
can.dle in the sand.
With the lightipg of that
candle, modern luminariiJs, more
properly called farolitos, ot "little
lapterns," were invented,
One tradition· has it that
lumin;uias are symbolic of the
fires of the shepherds who saw
the Star of Bethlehem the night
the Chris(; Child was born.
Another tradition says that the
candles light the way for the
Cht.ist Child and are placed along
streets a1td sidewe.lks to guide
him into our homes.
Hootfld in the Catholic.Church,
today luminarias or farolitos still
serve as a setting in which similar

Local parishes celebrate Las Posadas

r:!!U
==1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
.
'' -· ' =

OLD· USED - RAitE

Alwooys Buylng

New Mexico Christmas

2118 Centro! S.E.
ocross frorn
Now Open
Sun. 12-5
m-s 10-6
Fri. 10·7

UNm
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Hanukah, Christmas
unrelated; origins

completely different
• I •

V~ ;

~ oi..A..a...i-A.6~

1
•

No; Hanukah isuottheJewish
version of Christmas.
Rabbi Isaac Celnik of Temple
B'no.i Israel says many people,
including some Jews, are under
the impression that the two
holidays are related. But the only
thing the two holidays have in
common, he says, is the fact that
they are both C!llebrations; their
origins are completely different.
"While Chirstmas is the
celebration of the birth of Jesus
Christ," he says, "Hanukah is
the celebration of spiritual,
religious and politicalfreedom for
the Jews."
HanUkah, also known as the
Festival of Lights, occurs in
Dt!eember, usually n week or two
before Christmas, and that is
probably
why
the
tw.o
celebrations have become
associated, Celnik $!\)is.
"He says Jewish ·history bool>s
describe H11nukah as the
celebration of religious freedom
won by Judah and the Mncabees
from Antiochus and the Syrian
Greeks dul"ing the Second
Century B.C.
Alter the Maccabeans defeated
the Greeks and captured
Jerusalem, they marched to a
temple and smashed Greek idols,
Jewish history states.
·
After cleaning and rebuilding
the temple, Ma.ccabeans found
only enough oil to last one day.
But, to the surprise of the

conquerors, the small amount of oil provided heat for eight days
- hence, the miracle.
Thus, Jews hold nn eight-day
celebration each year in honor of
the miracle.
Speaking of the story, Rabbi Ra.bbi lsaa.c Celn(c of Congregation B'nai Israel lights a m~norah celebrating Hanukah.
·
Citrin of Albuquerque's Temple (Photo by Robin Lichtenstein)
Albert said, "It was the first
battle in history fought for
human freedom rather than for
territorialgains.''
meaning," Citrin said.
a time to view our meaning of practicaliy ignored. The children
"The actual battle fought
Robin Roskoph, who teaches life, to examine our values and experience an ''identity crisis."
against the Greeks lasted only seventh grade religious school at long-term goals. We get so
By perceiving Hanukah <Is a
three out of 25 years of warring, Temple Albert, said that bogged down in day· to· day Jewish version of the more
when the Jews were acwally Hanukah is a holiday for problems that we tend to lose popular holiday, the children are
fighting among themselves. This children. A time for them to sing, sight of these goals,
saved a lot of tedious ex·
took place between the loyalists dance and exchange gifts.
"Hanukah is also a time to planations that they cannot yet
who believed the Jewlsh values,
"Kids are very important in celebrate our freedom, as well as comprehend, he said.
rituals and ethical demands had the Jewish tradition. The to see in which ways we, as
This year, Hanukah begins
to be maintained, and Jews who holidays are to teach them human beings, are still enslaved. Dec, 14; at sundown. It is ob·
would rather assimilate into the lessons. The most important We are enslaved financially by. served in many Jewish homes by
Greek culture," Citrin said.
lesson during Hanukah is inflation. The oil .and Iranian lighting • one . candle of the
If the loyalists had not won, freedom. The children are taught crisis enslave us politically. menorah, or candelabra, the first
then there would be no Jewish that ·freedom must be fought for Sociologically, we are enslaved night, two candles on the second
religion as we know it today, he and never taken for granted,'' by our own prejudices toward night, and increasing one more
said.
Roskoph said.
minority and religious groups," until the eighth night. of
"There is a parallel in today's . The service on the first night o! Celnik said.
Hanukah.
world. American Jews find Hanukah. at the temple will be
Hanukah allows us the time to
"The menorah is traditionally
themselves in .a culture which c.onducted by the children for the address
these philosophical
placed
in a window ·facing the
leads them away from bow we children, she said.
problems, and perhaps figure out
street,
saying
'this is a Jewish
express our Jewish identity.
Rabbi Celnik said that what is keeping us from ob·
reaffirin<~tion of
home,'
one
more
Each Jew has a struggle within children's lessons are only one taining freedom, he said.
him or herself.
aspect of the holiday.
"1 feel that Jews have made Judaism,'' Citrin $aid.
''The observance of Hanukah
"Hanukah is for everyone. It Ha!lukah a 'Jewish Christmas'
Along with the ceremonial
is a time to reaffirm our Jewish holds a special meaning to each out of self-defense," Celnik said.
lighting of the candles, prayers
identity, and for Jews to imitate individual. As ·we get older, we
This is especially true when are said, speaking of the per·
the practices that go On during celebrate differently,
Jewish children become exposed secution that has hounded
the Christmas season is a con·
"The spirit of Hanukah is most to Christmas caroling and parties Jewish people for thousant!s of
tradiction
to
Hanukah's important to me as an adult. It is at school, and Hanukah is years.
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ORTHOPEDIC AND CERTIFIED
PRESCRIPTION FOOTWEAR CENTER

~

Buy One

0.E...N.1E
·y
··· ·. ~~ ·

C
.

DANSKINS

7.303 MorttgOme_ry, ·executtve North Apartments

fashion skirt at r1!9ular price .•. get sec!)nd
skirt of equal or 'lesser value

For Only a Penny!
choose from all in-stock
banskin fashion skirts.

·

AL.
I
~ . . · •·• _ _
s2_9oo_..__.
.·

~

·

valuesupto

E..

,.

Hurry in! This sale won't last long. Free gift
wrapping and gift certificates available.
All 5ales final-no exchanges .or returns., ....... .
--.._,..-.....
-

\._ --~-~ ,)

Unisex Hairstyling
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF
(regular s13°0 ·s17oo)

Perms .......... s2soo
(regular s32 50 •s4ooo)

·Debi or Linda or Kathleen

at .884-8350
Offer good wittt co\.lpon only

expires 12/29/79

...
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~
Budgetrapes & Records •
2222 Centred SE
Mon·Thuts, ten to hm
Fri·Sat,ten t~ rnldnlght
Sun, nocm to six

255·2225

50<:0fF

~

any tape or reeord purchase

jg

expires 12/l:Z/79

~

I

·

Free

MedJum SoftDrink with any purchase

~

One per customer
wllh coupon
Expires 12/17/79

~

&

~&&&Qr.Q&&&lMwi&&&&&Q&&&Q&&&tl~~&l~MUM&Q&t&&~.Q&&.Q&~_~QtlMMM~.l\~
~r~WJw1~0/Fil~~i?TiloWiJl1lY)l1~.awOfDWO~Yl)ulJJT)W~W1)m~))ilW~)
~

soc OFF

~

Buy 1 san
ch get 1
· of equal value free

~

with this coupon and the purchase of
Valid 4:00 to 9:00p.m. two large soft drinks.
Expires 12117/79

all head supplies

uBudflllt d0111 it better."

~
~

expires 12/12/79

·
. .
Limit one per customer
• excludes crown, infl91ion and health spa.

,

~

~-~Q&&i.0.l&&l&1.Q&&&&lM&.&&Q&.l&tltl&lM~.(Ml~MllkM&&&&~.Q&tlM&MM,~
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ABQ SUN PORT AVIATION INTRO-DUCTORY-FLIGHT CERTIFICATE

s1s . 60Tax Included

Includes Ground Instruction in aircraft systems, prfnciples of flight, Air
Traffic Control procedures, plus a hands on flight with a Federal A via·
lion Administration Certified Flight Instructor. All flight time applies
toward your Private Pilot License.

CALL'842·1647 FOR C.OMPLETE INFORMATION

~
~

_-~
~

~

g

G,Jis fiaee

····~

Breakfast Special

Ci.et a hot toasted bagel,.aglass· oForange fuke,

39.
~

gj ~&~~hCMt\J.l~Mlttl&tQ&&l\~~c~~r&&.lMMMtltt.Lltt.LCM&lttiC.\t(MiltlMMMtlt§~
.UNM SUB -In the center of things!

99~
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e
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Free Dinner Special
Buy 1 potato salad, cole slaw, or
macaroni salad and get one free.
with coupon
Limit one per customer
Expires 12/17179

0

+'

(I)

..

... one soup get
one free·· ···

(,/)

0

··ta

-

wilh the purchase of two large soft drinks.

New England Clam Chowder, Chicken Noodle,
Minestrone, French Onion
w1th coupon .

~

~

a

cup of coffee ifnd.your
choice of danish {apple, cherry or cheese) for just 99~ i'lnd this coupon.
Expires 12/17/79
Valid 'till11 :30 a.m.
Limit one per customer

Limit one per customer
Expires 12/17/79

~~

"99~

Soup Special

A large bowl of French onion soup
with a bagel crouton .and melted
mozzarella cheese served piping hot.
Save

Chef's

·.,,.

50'

lad
Special
only Sf.99

A large salad stuffed with a hard-boiled egg, ham, turkey, Swiss and
American cheese, lopped with the dressing of your choice: Blue Cheese;
Thousand Island, French, Italian. With bagel i 5' extra.
with coupon
Limit one
cust•:>mer

Sandwich
Prirne roast beef smothered with our own special Bar·B-Que sauce, served
on a sesame seed bun.
Regular price $1.39
with coupon
Limit one per customer
Expires 12/17/19

...

~
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We resole ALL athletic shoes
FACTORY ORIGINAL ~u,"":~.,,...,

SHOEWORKS5
5600 McLeod NE · Su1te J

881-8372

10% Discount

. . . J.UNIOR JPEC.·I.·Al.TY. ·J·H·· 0.. P·.
!..!'!i. .
. (o.cross
211. 8 Ce.. ntro.l S.E.
~
from UNm)
·

es
or a eup of our

New Green chili Stew~
l\'itltl•au•elta:rw Oflla,nt.hurger & Drinlw:
"'--•··~-

Dec. 14

ABQSUNPORT AVIATION
GIFT FLIGHT CERTIFICATE
$15.60 Local Sightseeing Flights
$20.80 Night Sightseeing Flights Tax Included

CALL 842-1647 FOR DETAILS

10°/oOFF
any wool sweater
in stock

Open mon. - So.t. 10-6
Frido._y 10-7
Sundo.y 12-5

·

--

------

----

•

1830 Lomas

'

. (except so.le Items)
OFFER ENDS FRIDAY DECEmBER 14, 1979

GOlDEN
FRIED
CH.ICKEN
_ _ _ _ _ _ o _ _ _ _ --

on o.n,y item purcho.sed
. worth ~20.00 OJ more

'

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

$149
-

with coup. o.n

· Reg; st:83
Use our convenient drive up WindoW$ at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
Expires Dec.
5231 Central NW

__ ·- Open at.
11:00 Daily

14

Other Locations
10015 Central N.E
11200 Montgomery NE

LEACH FLEX
RACQUETBALL
RACQUET

Orig. Va/.14 99

WITH COUPON

99

1

YOU 5~AVE

Offer expires Dec. 13

MOUNTAIN MAN
DAYPACK
Orig. val. $30

WITH COUPON
YOU SAVE

sa

Offer expires Dec. 13

ce
NEW MEXICO'S COMPLETE
8ACKPACIUNGIMOUNTAINEERING SHOP
WE SPECIALIZE E:XCLUSIVEL.Y IN:
•
•
•
•
IIi

BACKPACKING E:QUIPME:NT
CLIMBING EQUIPMENT
OUTDOOR APPAREL
LIGHTWEIGH'r CAMPING EQUiPMENI
SKI TOURiNG .l>oND WINIER MOUNrAIN"
EERING EQUIPMENI

• UNTS • SLEEPING lliiGS • PACKS • Cl0Tl11NG • .BOOTS
, SKI TOURING • SNOWSHOES • CLIMBING HAROWAIIE • KNIVES
• UGIH WEI(;HT FOODS • BOOKS • MAPS • EOUIPMEf\IT REPAIR

QUALITY Wl£5 - fXPfllt SERVICE - RfASOHABLf PRICES

discounts on cross country
. ski packages available

884-5113

2421 SAN PEDRO DR,, N.E,.

·,_.

FREE

cross country
ski rental
full set for one weekend
with any $50.00 purchase

BOLLE SKI
GOGGLES
Orig. va I. 20 95

1695

WITH COUPON
YOU SAVE

S4

Offer expires Dec. 13

GH SUNGLASSES
~WITH POWDERSHlELD
Orig. val. s1s

WITH COUPON
YOU SAVE

S4

Offer

res Dec. 13

COLIN SAF·SKI
LOCK WITH.
COMBINATION
WITH COUPON
YOU SAVE

S1

Offer expires Dec. 13
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Holidays see rise in studentjobs

POMA
CONVERSE

Featuring 1he quality line
of Cantebury Rugby shirt~.
shorts, and pants.

Problems, paychecks increase
amid holiday shopping crunch

6915 Menoul Blvd. NE

Villa Hair Designs

By Je11nctte King
Working behind the cash registpr
during the holiday sea$ons can be rough,
said .a 'ONM junior works in a Coronado
Center pet shop.
J&ck Thompson said Christmas
shoppers are n&turully a little irritable and
more on edge.
"These peoplQ have been shopping for
hours. Their feet &che and they regret all
the money they have been spending,'' the
business major said.
Thompson said, however, that he likes
working during th.is season because he
makes more money. And he says he en·
joys listening to the Christmas music,
-. evenfor-12 straight hours._ __ _ __
Mike W11lsh, a UNM junior who also
works in the pet shop, said there is much
more work to be done in the store during
the Christmas season.
Walsh said it takes time to decor11te the
store. ''Our Jn.ventory is much bigger and
the ratio of lookers to buyers dramatically
increase," he said.
The working student said.a majority of
persons who come in the store are cmnky
11nd complain about high prices.
But Walsh said a few shoppers are light
and happy in spirit.
~
"These people are excited 11bout buying
11 pet as a gift. These ate the ones that
··
make my-day,'' he_s_aid.
_
Jack Thompson, an employee at Jerry's Perfect Pets in Coronado Center,
Ruth Kell, a salesperson in the women's
pulls a knit body sweater off a terrier. (Photo by Jeanette King)
clothing section of a large department
store, said he~ job. is much more

A Unisex Salon
2914 Central S.E.
(Central & Girard)

Call Today 255~3279

The most nusual Reeord
Shoppe in New Mexieo is
. ha.:JTing a

STOREWIDE SALE::
••nv

regularly p1•ieed LP
allusedLP's
'

WE
AN EXCELLENT
SELECTION OF FINE JEWELRY
SavelO%

13reakfasf, Lunch _or Dinne_r _

• Minestrone
r----------~--~---~

Thank you UNM students and
patrons lor your continUing
support during this
.last semester. We will
continue to maintain
the high quality that gave us the
best sandwich
rating by the Daily lobo and
delicious rating
by the Albuq. Tribuhe. Wishing·
ohe and aU
a joyous
holiday season.
Thank yoli
The Fatso
Family

.!

.

!

ONLY

Only

ART

$1. 69. . I

SUN GRAPHICS
3271 CANDELARIA

lasagna
Ravioli (Cheese Ricotta)
Sausage and Pepper
Veal Parmesan
Meatball Parmesan

I

I

I
I

lEi ii

QH

Concetved and produced for TRADITIONS WEST 1"' by Royal J6\NelryComp:my.

ASSORTED STYLES • SIZES

Hot Dinners

I
I
i

PORTFOLIOS

. . . ---------------,

r---------------~-----_-----------

I

'

. .

with coupon
Expires 12/21

It says Great Southwest all over it. It SC?VS a ~ot ab~tyou: too. This ring is?
classic, blending the finest Tyrguo~se WJ!h. SteriH}g S1lve: or ?old._ Its
massive. Handsome. Unique. D1st1nctive. Th1s IS the first new tdea 1n Unive:sily rings in 50 years. The<?e!ail ~n the Universiiy ?eal and Lobo m?scot IS exquisite. The craftmanship IS vy1thoutc<?n:Prom1se and the ~ate.nals are
the finest available. Each ring 1s hand-f1n1shed to your spec1f1cat1ons. So,
don't settle for yesterday's look-a-like class ring - select a TRADITIONS
WEST'" University of New Mexico Ring.

WITH PURCHASE OF.

DRAFTING TABLE

1

Oish of Spaghetti and Meatball
Dinner Salad, Garlic Bread
.

SPACESAVER

. . . ---------.. . --:. . ---.. . ---....;------.. .

Our Super Meal

I
1
I
.1 . .

Lam p

With. coupon only
Expires 12/21

•Bean

Thank you specials

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIGO RING

Buy any sub hot ot cold and receive iffree bow I of soup of
the day
• Pea Soup
Free Soup

Fatso's Italian Subs
Authentic Italian Cooking
Family Owned

On Most Items
with this coupon

denHmding this ~ime of year.
''A man came in and wanted to buy his
wife a gift. The only information he could
give !!bout .hor dress size was that she Is
about five-feet tall ·and wears size five
shoes.," she said.
UNM senior Myrna Medina worl{a in a
jean shop at Coronado Center. 'l'he
educ11tion m11jor s!lid the store's biggest
headache during t:he holiday season is
protecting the store against shoplifters.
''We have to really watch the shop."
Medina adds that some Christmas
shoppers are impatient and annoyed With
the long lines. ·
"You just have to know how to handle
. -the-situation," she said •.. - -She explains thu.t she tries to be friendly
to every person who comes in the store.
The .store's employees do not work on
commission, which helps, she said.
UNM student Ba,rbara l3rocltett said
working ina mull clothing store during the
holiday seasons is a bit depressing. She
said what depresses her most are the herds
of people.
The .crowds also perturb Robert
Grassbetger, who works nt a shop in a
large shopping center. "Sometimes we
have to turn the lights out before people
will. leave the .store at closing time."
Grassberger, a UNM student, said he
has not_ heard the words "Merry
Christmas'' from one shopper this year.
l!e added that he thinks it may be too
early.

Only

•
..

S225

345-782.6

Sterling Silver

lOkGold

14kGold

$78.00

$198.00

$288.00

(p!'lces subject to change)

""..

l:!.~

Includes salad and garlic bread
with coupon
Expires 12/21

I
I

~~--------------------~---------------·1

Brea·kfast
Specials
.
!
l-~-.---.----~:---r---~~~-----,----.----.-_-------------

I ..

1 Vegetarran Burrrto. ·
Breakfast

Any ~tyl~
Breakfast

Free coffee &juice

Free coffee & juice

One· ~f.am\>lcd
Cg~

-g~~n

Hours Mon·Fri 8am-9pm Sat-Sun Noon-8pm

Jfollr"1oifllfa

Everyone is raving about

99~

our n~w breakfast burrito-

Try our new fruit pies 50¢ a slice
~._..._

i'l

Only

with coupon
Expires 12/21

c11!C~Jll JlOiiChcd

2stramb1Cil t.-ggs
2 Si_tlp!i of h<~toi1
ljrt.th thifc

hash ,brown pot<~IOC!i

poHrtt:icS

t siftp_s of bacoi!

hash btc.iWh
poiatocs

1

broWil

roflttt iit a

orwl1ltt:

ffourilli'Ulia

II s149
1

h;~sh

10ast whole wheai

Only

with coupon
t::xpires 12/21

•·

· , Free coffee & jUke

ZctJg:5 any st~c.

.,.-.

dille

mlk-din

... B.rg Bacon_ . ·
Burnto Breakfast

I

II

I
1 .

Only

s159
with coupon
Expires 12/21

I

1
1

1r------------------------L------------~
.
Best breakfast buy ih !he UNM area
I·

_ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......-! I

~--~.._

Served Mon lo Fri Batn
lam
................ _.....,..:.,. ________
.... -lot
- ....
- ..... ____ ,_.. ______......, _____ ...._JI
..,.~--

THE ULTIMATE TOOL F.OR . . .
PROFOUND RELAXATION 8r LEARNING.

Isolation tanks are light~ soun~, and. gravity-free .envirorments with n inches of saturated saltwater maintained at 95 degrees F. A state of profound mental and
physical relaxation is Induced ... Oeep mental and
· physical relaxation has scle;ntlfically beep proved to
enhance learning and aid rn the reductton of stress.•
sound is ovallablerfor isolation learning.

FLOAT TO RELAX
242-2095
·

1020 Lomas Blvd NW Suite 4

12 Noon til Midnight • 7 days a w~k
$10 Hour _20% student Discount

Ava liable ot:

Nilil

•
•

lOOK
(across from UNM)
2212 Central Ave., SE
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Avoid 'perfect' gifts when shopping
By Chris PsH!as
Gift giving at ChristmflS time has become as
American UR Mom und npple pie. But another
exceedingly American tradition is 18 percent in•
terest per year in order to pay for a once-a-year
binge ofgenerosi.ty.
Two alternat.ives to going into debt would be to
change religions or to find ineXpensive, good
quality gifts.
Many of the chesper Christmas gifts should
definitely be avoided. Catch phrases like "the
perf<>ct Christmas gift'' mean the gift will only lust
through Christmas. Since a gift should Jast.a while,
the buyer shoud be wary of anything "perfect."
One place to find inexpensive, good quality gifts
might be a pawn shop.
Jim Garcia of the Silver Dollar Pawnshop across
from UNM said students cun tall;e advantage of
many gifts at a 50 percent savings.
Garcia said that (!Very thing in a pawnshop's
front room is for sale. He said big sellers during the
holiday season incl\lde stereo equipment, musical
instruments, sporting goods, and jewelry.
''We take speci11l ordE!rs for gold pendants, gold
chains und diamonds. Our diamonds 11re the same
qulllity · as Zales, buY at .rock botto.m prices;"·
Gurci!l said.
For thE! arrogant, thoughtf11l or desperate giftbuyer, photogrl!phs are a gift idea. Picture
framing, restoration of old photographs nnd gilt
certificates for portraits are available.
Jerry Rose Studios offers one do2:en wallet·si2:e
photos for about $40. Other studios have com-

parable prices. The arrogant gift-giver could send
photos of himself to 12 friends for abput $4 apiece.
Clothing usually makes nice .Christmas gifts.
Goodwill, thrift shops and factory otitlet.s offer
second-hand or slightly imperfect clothing at
reduced prices. Bo:s:es purchased from higher-class
clothing stores would hide the cheapness.
Practical gifts can also be inexpensive. Gift
certificates for food at restaurants like McDonalds
are available. McDonalds gift certificates, for
e:s:!lmple, are 50 cents apiece. Spokesperons for
the chain say they make a great stocking.stuffer.
With rising oil and gasoline prices, locking gas
caps rna~ a good gift. Auto parts stores around
Alb11querque quote prices for the caps from $3.99
to$10.
H that is too expensive, maybe the neighborhood
gas station would make arrangements for a ·
gasoline gilt certificate.
Long distance collect phone calls should be
avoided as gifts, unless your parents have not
heard from you all semester, Otherwise, offer to
pay for the call,
·If your parents live in Albuquerque, stop l:>y and
see them~instead-.-A trade of good food-for com•
panionship is definitely in your favor.·
Finally, if money is an object, dress up as Santa
Claus and demand payment from parents for not
promising their kids all the expensive toys at
Sears. With all the money that can. be made this
way, a gift-buyer will not have to look for Scroogetype gifts.

IOrkEgg~ heads list of trash
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
consumer group Wednesday
named a slime-filled "Ork Egg"
as the "potentially most
destructive" toy o~ the Christmas
season and a "Baby Grows Up"
do\l as the worst Santa could
-

Committee of Americans fot
Democratic Action said those
toys and a dozen others belonged
in trash boxes rather than toy
chests.
But it recommended eight toys
as good buys this year:

Santa Claus waves .from his airplane during the -Christmas.
Parade November 24. The parade officially kicked off the
fl't$ tRoUT ANY .Ff!Jiii!Zlm,
Si!G4~l!

n:'$ AWl)ll'tJIIIt.l!•

BOSTON (UPJ) - Ideally,
Christmas should be u $O!l~on of
happiness for children. But for
many youngsters, the "fantasy
of Christmas" too .often fuils to
meet the "reality o( the season."
Gordon Harper, assistant of
psychiatry at the Children's
Hospital Medical Center, says a
disruption of a child's normal
routine during the season und the
fact parents sometimes caiinot
afford the gifts children hope for,
can cause stress and disap·
pointments.
"One of the most important
aspects of stress among childrl!n
during the holidays is disappointment," Harper says.
"The disappointment, surpris\ngly:, _is due l~.ss _to tM
secondann~al Fiesta Encantada-:fj.,;i;est<J in a month tong presents that children do not
Christmascelebr<Jtion.(Photo by Stephanie .Dominguez)
receive, (;han to the fact children,
too, wish for the 'Dream
Christmas,' for everything to be
perfeet. And it never is. Not for
children and not for their
parents," he says.
He said it is the "collision
not going anywhere. Christmas und New Year are definitly out. No between wish.es and the
inevitable realities that generate
more Mr. Nice Guy from Me."
much of holiday stress.

Santa Claus exposed as Soviet spy

toys

"Atomic Arcade,'' a table· top
pinball game; ...Electronic
Baseball 2," a hand-held game;
"Speak and Tell,'' which has a
236-word spelling vocabulacy;
the Fisher-Price "Kitchen Set;"
"Woodsey's," a group of fuzzy

Christmas
not always
happy time

A large assprtment of shabby gifts are b(Jing offered to the
public this yultide season. Included in the selection are ;,rnamental ice molds, one shaped like a fish and one in the

form of a porpoise. IPhcito by Dave Foeder=)======-1~=~~~~~=~~~~~·~·s~k~e~d=o=od~lge~,·=·u=sge~d~f~or~dr~a=w~i~n~g=d=o=ll=s=i=n=a=l=o=g=h=o=li~se~;~·~·a~~~·a;n~.t~P~r~e·~
the

P RALLY
Tuesday December 11th

By Clyde James Aragon
Santa Claus, global symbol of Christmas cheer, Was exposed today
as a former spy by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in .an address to
the British Parliament. Her exposure finally .revealed the identity·of
.the "fifth man" Involved in a Soviet spy ring that operated d11ring the
)ate 50s and early 60s.
The international jet setter reknowned for his philanthropy was
immediately stripped of his knighthood by Queen Elizabeth II who
called him an "unabflBhed jig''(sic).
In a press interview ~;~t Claus' plush North Pole winter retreat, Claus
said his name was leaked to Andrew Boyle, author of the newly
released book, The Climate of Treason, but confessed relief now th~;~t
the. truth Was finally out saying, ''I bitterly regret having done what
I've done, but I still have a clear conscience. What I did was for the
cause of anti-fascism.''
Thatcher said that Claus confessed-15 "years ago that he had
recruited agents for the Soviets in department stores and at Christmas
parties in the 1930s. In ret11rn, Claus waS given immunity from
.prosecution, she·said.
,
Many members of Parliament expressed shock and disbelief when
· they lesrned of the the revelation. Sir Lloyd Fields said, "He (Claus)
has a tremenduous amount of charisma, people just come up und talk
to him. I've even seen them give him money as he stood on a street
corner. I just can't understand."
As outlined·in Boyle's book, Claus' method of picking up his money
was to break into a house ilhd take 'the money left lying on a table.
So~etimes the money was left with a glass of cognac, .although after
he developed a duodenal ulcer, he was reduced to eating cookies and
milk.
Also listed in the book were several dozen of Claus' pseudonyms,
ranging from Pancho Claus ill South America, to Kris Kring]e and Old
Saint Nick in Europe,
At the press interview, Claus denounced the exposure as a
"politically motivated act" and said, "I knew she (Prime Minister
Thatcher) couldn't keep a secret."
As. for hi.s plans for the future, Claus said angrily, ''This year I'm

rr====================================il
Having a problem deciding what to
give thls Christmas?
Backwoods has the following gift
suggestions for $25.00 or less.

From
,, $ 4.50

Bota leather Canteens
Silva Compasses
Swiss Army Knives
Buck Knives
··Pedometers
Chamois Shirts
(Assorted Colors)
Down Booties
Backwoods Gift Certificate

..

,
,

,

,

,

5.9510.15
13.00
14.00
20.00
25.00

Any Amount

Backwoods has these and many other
gilt ideas for the indecisive gift
buyer. Come on into Backwoods for the
finest in clothing & gear.

Student U_nion Building (S~B) from 12:00-e.l:OO
.

~

.

.

The Co.rnmlttee Against Rape will present an Clntl-ro.pe rally to
Initiate the Whistle Stop Ptogram on campus.

Christmas Cards
• Etchings
·
• Southwestern
• Traditional

Advent Calendars

Persorwl Service
.· 4fi05 4th NW
Phone.345-2125

FEATURING:

881-5223

Holiday Store Hours
Mon and Fri 9:30-8:30
Tues, Wed, Thurs 9:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-5:30

Sue. Young

plus speakers ftom Rape Crisis Center, the Committee
AgalnsfRape, and a video ptesento.tlon on Self-Defense. ·
•

WHISTLES ON SALE at the SUB c·ANDY STAND,
UNm BOOKSTORE & THE GENERAL STORE.

Pepperoni pizza

Fresh.Salads

CEL'S PIZZA
·(across from UNM)

by the pan or slice.

Buy Our Spaghetti & Meatsauce
·Meal ($1 ~50) and get a

FREE small Soda.
offer expires 12114179.

__
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Northern tri.ps yield trees
for money-raising project
'

Tuesday Night
SHOT NIGHT · 2 for 1 ALL night

Wednesday Night
25¢ • rum& coke • short beers· 8 ·lOp.m.
DANCE AlL NIGHT WITH

The

FINGERS

'!'be UNM ski tenm has been
taking tdps to Taos lately, hut
not to hit the slope>?.
The purpose .of the journeys to
northern New Mexico has bee!l to
fi!ld trees.
In order to fina,pce the team's
participation in runs against
other universities this season, the
UNM ski team will be selling
Christmas trees to the public.

P/~'

WISHES THE FACULTY, StUDENTS AND STAFF
OF UNM A JOYOUS HOLIDAY SEASON AND A
PROSPF;ROUS NF;W YEAR!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE

*

1

HOLIDAY IDEAS FROM PRONID
• PERSONALIZED SIATiONARY AND NOTE PADS

Locals celebrate Las Posadas

• GREETING CARDS YOU DESIGN YOURSELF
•YOUR DRAWINGS/POETRY/WRITING IN BOOK
FORM FOR THOSE YOU LOVE
*Eli.ANK sf-IE:ET BOOKS FOR DIARISTS AND
SKETCHERS, WITH CUSTOM DESIGNED COVERS

20% OFF ON ABOVE ITEMS THRU DEC. 31

•

·COME TO PRONTO YEAR-ROUND FOR
THE BEST COPIES IN TOWN, FULL DESIGN
SERVICES, BINDING

$

school Log Blocs 100 Piece Set,"
and "Baby Little Love," .a .doll
that doubles as a puppet.
The group, which has been
surveying Christmas season toys
for eight years, scouts trade
shows and reviews· heavily
promoted items. · for .safety, ·
durability, play value and how
they com,pare to the way they
were advertised. ·
·
Ann Brown, who heads the
committee, said the group was
especially
alarmed
that
dangerol\s metal-tipped darts are
once again in toy stores. The
gtoup said such darts are being
sold under several brands in
packs of six for use with dart
boards.
Mattei's $2 ··•ork Egg,'' a
spinoff from the TV show "Mark
and Mindy,"
named

·

tinue their SAHmh nnt.i! t.hP.v ArA
admitted at a chosen host nome.
There the ''santos" are placed on
a specially arranged alter or
nativity seen€),
After the solemn cer1:1monies on
the last evening, in some locales,
the custom is culminated by a
pinata partY. and, or dinner. A
pinata is a decorated hanging pot
filled with candy or fruit which is
broken with a br.oom or stick by
blind·folded
children: Other

parishes end the ceremony with a
mass or benediction in the
church.
Among the All)uquerque
parishes that will be celebrating
Las Posadas are San Felipe
Church, Old Town; Queen of
Heaven; Holy Family Church;
and Nativity of the. Blessed
Virgin. 'l'he ceremonies, for the
most part, are not open to the
public and are reserved fat
participatingparishioners,

COFFEE
Many Albuquerque groups, inc/Jtding the UNM Ski Team,
are selling Christmas trees this holiday season. The ski team
is.selling trees to raise money for upcoming trips. !Photo by
Marci Knight)

0rk Egg' heads'list of trash toys

<;onllnuod from pogo 8•14

Christmas has !;Jacome a Well·
plan!ied advertising campaign
that shifts into high g~ar the day
aner Thanksgiving.
The billboarqs by the freeway
change overnight, One day they
are selling milk, the next day
Cutty Sar)< a!ldJackbaniels. All
along 1-40 the message is that

continued from page B·5

The team is offering trees
raJ}ging in size from 4 to 12 feet
and from $10 to $30, according to
size. And if you are sn.owed in
and cannot make it; to the
University to pick up yourself,
the team will deliver your tree to
your door for an extra fee.

'l'he trees will be availal>le
beginning Dec. 5 by the swimming pool at Johnson Gym.
Those interested in purchasing a
tree should drop by Johnson
Gym Room B38 or call George
Brooks at 277-5423.

By Claudia Pedersen
Sotnething important has gone
out of Christmas, the true
meaning.
In the overwhelming l>ustle of
Christmas shopping, party
planning and holiday trl!vel, it is
easy
forget what Christm11s
really signifies.

to

'rhis U, the first year the team
has ever sold trees, but if the
venture is successful it will
become an annual event, said
George Brooks, ski team coach,
· · Tne-money rnadefFomtbe tree
sale will go to pay, in part, for
traveling expenses for the 20·
member traveling tea)ll.

GREAT LUNCHES TOO!

Commercial Christmas lacks meaning

"p.otentially the most destructive'' toy. The group said when a
child pulls apart a whit.e p.la~tic
egg shell, he finds a' fetu§'like
object surrounded by green play·
slime.
The problem - aside from any
aesthetic objections - is that
slime can damage ·"your floors,
your furniture, yo!lr hair," and
you .can only remove .it by
following special cleanup in·
sttuctiorts that come with the
package.
.. .
'l'he "worst toy" .designation
went to Mattei's "Baby Grows
Up," a doll that bulges !lp when a
bottle is squeezed in its mouth.
Instead of looking like a little girl
when inflated, the group said, the
toy looks like a defotrned child
with artificial limbs.
Other ''Trash Box" toys in·
eluded:

"Space Creatures Full Head
Mask,' 1 which uses cement that
is
flammable .and full of harmful,:
- 1 t-:1• if'·J ~·-~;~~~ .J'i ....,J 1 · '\1"\A <·a·f·.~·· il
vapors.
- "Suckerman,'' a plastic doll
covered with suction cups . that
are supposed to stick .to various
surfaces but mostly do not.
. --The "Racew,ay PitSt.op 812,".
which comes with so many puttogether parts that "it is likely to
strike terror into the heart of any
parent forced. to put it together."
- The "Zodiac," a toy computer
for charting horostopes: The $40
and up toy was labeled "the
electronic bomb of the year."
- "Gobbles, the Crazy Eating
Goat," was called the biggest
ripoff. Goi>bles swallows plastic
garbage and it comes out
recycled. Then you have to keep
buying more plastic garbage to
keep him happy.

10 varieties of a fresh premium quality whole
bean coffee available in one pbUnd or onehalf pound sizes-we will grind for use in any cof~
feemaker.
also availabl~
coffee and tea storage tins, coffee and expressq brewing devices. coffee grinders and
thermo servers, tea kettles, boxed teas, tea
balls by the following companies ..
Melitta
Chem.ex:
Mellor
Bialetti

Vesuviana
Zassenhaus
Varco ·
. Dacopo

Christ!llas and e~pensiw liquor
go together.
The
advertisments
on
tel.;.visio!i change too, Cute little
children in sleep.ers start
sneaking ar.ound with Polaroids
trying to get a. picture of Santa.
Fantasy-minded women put on
Channel 5 while m!ln benm
knowingly as they call up
Household Finance .al>out a
friendly loan for Clu:istmas
goodies.
·
Magazines and newspapers
burst with advertisements for
Christmas giving. Women.'s
magazines devot!J pages Md
pages to the selling of clothes,
jewelry, ful:s, kitchen 11ppliances
and make·up. There is something
for evecy taste.
The advertising and buying
does not end with Christmas
gifts. Christmas would not be
complete without a tree, and once
you get a tree, well you .must
decorate it ...
~There are ·aluminum ·trees ·in
most every color imaginable,
some evert rotate in their stands.
There are trees flocked with
white, pink and blue snow. You
. can even buy trees that look real,

but are really plastic, complete
with fake pine cones.

brought back to the house. 'l'hey
were decorated with ltomeml\de
The ornaments and lights .arc omaments and bows, then
strings of popcorn 11nd crnn·
even more vaded than the trees.
You cml buy lights shaped like berries. Beforc the' inven.tion of
flowers, chilis or stars, Lights tree-lights, tiny candles wet·~ Ht
that blink randomly or in unison. on the tree to brighten it at night.
Even tl)e trnditionQ) Christmas
Lights that burn conti!ionsly or
fe<~st has changed. It wns an old
lights that twinkle at an eye·
dazzling speed. There are even English, custom to serve bo11r's
head, Cr!lnborry sauce and
icicles that glow in the dark.
Yorkshire pudding, Minceme<~t
There are Christmas or· pic wn~ pNpnred to syml>oli~e the
naments in every color of the mixture· of offerings made by the
rainbow, and every conceivable the threo Wise Men from the
design. Some are checkered, Eust.
some striped, some printed with
On Christmas Eve childttlll
scenes from Currier and tves, used to hang out their socks or
some covered in sa tin or velvet. put out;. a shoe for St. Nicholas to
'!'here are angels, elves, reindeer fill with nuts und orange.~.
and little drums, all made in
In. 1979, who wants to eat
JapO.!i, to. bang on the tree.
boar's head? And, what child
Christmas was not always like would be content with u shoE! full
this.. There was a time when of nuts? It is all a sign of change.
We cannot turn back the pages
people made gifts for each .other
of
history and celebrate
rathet than buying them. The
Clu:istmaa
the· way. it once. :wasgifts were· mainly ·practical, -but·
any gifts that were non-essentials celebrated. But we cpn be aware
were considered great lu~uries.
of the real. meJllllng of Christmas
as it draws near and try to share
Christmas trees used to be real th11 spirit .of it with those around
trees, c-ut in the woods and us.

ROCK& ROLL
AT A DISCO???

Twining
Atomic
Pucci hell a
La Signera

Gift Wrapping Available

Hippo lce.Cream
120 Harvard Dr. Sf;
phone 265•99.67
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WEDNESDAY, [)ECEMBER 12

ALL CHAMBER MUSIC POSTERS· $2U.00
MANY OTHER O'KEI!FFE'S AVAILABLE

1st OFFICIAL BALLOON FESTIVAL POSTER
Unsigned $12.00
Signed $35.00
CARDS- POSTCARDS/PRINTS • POSTERS
FROM NATIONAL MUS.EUMS
• CUiNESE PAPEitcUTS & 'CAIWS o
"SELECTiON 01•' HARDWOOD/METAL READY·MADE FRAMES •

135 Harvard SE

266·2333

40o/o0FF
till 12/15/79
Wo'ol blend
tights from

England

ID:DDPM
PRESENTED BY

See

at
TICKETS .AVAILABLE AT TICi<ETMASTER
GRAHAM CENTRAL STA'nDN AND THE GUITAR SHOP
$5.CJO.AOVANCE $7.0d AT DOOR

Save yourself some money
· .. buy in advance.

:
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({))/d caroling tradition

UNMband
gives holiday
presentation

By Penny Wronsld
Christmas camling - u ceuturiea-old Cb,ristmas activity - may be
on the decline in the U.S., but is alive and well in Albuquerque.
I~. Leonard Gillingham, pastor of Alb11querque's First United
Methodist Church, said,'"rhe members of his parish choir are as
Several
enthusiastic .about Christmas caroling as ever this year."
gr<Jups from his choir will be out caroling this ChrlstmM, Gillingham
said.
He said then: are usually 40 to 60 college students that sing to those
that are homebound.
"'rhey've eve~ donG several concerts for the community," he said.
This year pledges of Alpha Chi Omega sorority will also be out
caroling. The pledges plan to visit Sandia Ranch, a resthome.
Carolers from Delta Delta Delta sorority entertained those in homos
ncar campus .
Sigma Alpha ]!jpsilon fraternity members will be caroling with their
"little sisters" or .another sorority.
The Phi Gamma Delta fraternity will be caroling around tha campus
on Dec. 7, at 7 p.m., with their "Httle sisters."
A spokesman for the Campus. Crusade for Christ said they will be
out caroling in the neighborhood around the campus.

The UNM Symphonic Band,
directed by Harold Val\. Winkle,
will present a Christmas Season
Concert, Monday, Dec, tO at8:15
p.m. in Popejoy Hall. The 60piece symphonic band consists of
selected musicians from the
marching band .and performance
majors in the Department of
Music.
"The program will feature a
variety ·of composition$ composed by nationally known
composers, for wind and percussion ensembles of various
instrumentation," Van Winkle
said.
Three wind and percussion
compositions for .smaller chamber
ensembles will also be performed.
'!'here is no admission charge
and the concert is open to the
public.

Localgroupsconunue

Arts and A c. ·vit.ies Calenda. r
t.
1.

THEATER
Albuquerque Children's Thea,ter ~ "Sleeping Beauty" Sat. and Stm.,
Dec. 8 and 9, 1;30 and 3:30p.m., at Popejoy Hall,. Tickets $2 in .advance, $2.50 at door, $L50 for groups of H) of more. Call277-3l2l or
Ticketmaster outlets for reservations.
!1.1usical Vari~ty Christm.as Show'- at the KiMo Theater, Sat., DE)'c,
8, 8:15 p.m. Lloyd Lamb of UNI\fs communicative disorders
department will "sign" the show for the hearing impaired.
The Power of Mute Persuasion- Dane\) produ!ltioncontinues tonight
aud Dec. 8, 8 p.m., at Rodey Theatre. Seven choreographers will
present works ranging from Baroque and Classic to Flamenco and
Contemporary style. Variety in scale, exciting reconstructions of
acknowledged classics and a uew work by g!lest artist Linda T.arnay.
Call 277-4402 for tickets.
My Fair Lady .- Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association is
selling advance tickets to students ~t a discount. Show opens Dec. 26,
and continues Dec. 27-31 and Jan. 3-5, 8:15p.m. Matinees Dec. 30
and Jan. 6, Call.344-2iH 7 for further information.
The Rimers of Eldritch - Lanford Wilson's play at the UNM
Experimental Theatre, tonight and Dec. 8, 8 p.m., and Dec. 9, 2:30
p.m. Another view of life in a smsll town told in the. kl!leidoscopic
vision of the author of "Hot L Baltimore." Tickets at Fine Arts Box
Office.
Uncommo.n Women and Others- New comedy at the Vortex tonight
and Dec. 8-9, 14-16, 21-23. Tickets at door. Call294-677l for further
information.

Concert choir
performs tonight

ART SHOWS
Ado.be Gallery
"Nacemientos." Nativity scenes by Southw~t
Indians, now through Dec. 23.
Adobe Village Art Gallery- RobertBecenti's oil paintings until Dec.
23.
Albuquerque Museum - "Reflections of Realism'' show continues
until Dec. 31.
Albuq·uerque Crafts Guild - Christmas ornament and decoration
show until Dec. 24.
ASA Gallery - Student Purchase Show. Multi-media art works by
UNM students for sale in the ASA Gallery (in the SUB basement)
through Doo. 20. Call277-2667 forfurther information.
Brandywine Galleries- Four artists' works hang until Dec. 31.
Doumtown Center for the Arts - "Women in the Southwest," second
annual exhibition continues at 216 Ce.utral SW. New York gallery
Owner Kathryu Markle will speak Sun., Dec; 9, 1:30 p.m.
l'Jnchanted Mesa - Pablita Velarde and Helen Hardin Gallery op\!ns
Dec. 16 with special showing of Pablita Velarde's work,
Hoshour Gallery - Kathryn Markel will display work from her
gallery. It will represent seven artists' work. Show opens Sufi., Dec.
9, 3p.m.
·
f11dian Pueblo Cultural Center - Navajo Rug :Exhibit, with
demonstration, Dec. 6, 7, 8, 9; Pueblo Children's Christmas Dances,
Dec. 22, l p.m.; Jemez Dance Group, Dec. 23, l;:rp.m.; Indian arts
and crafts show through Dec.
lntemational Art Acquisitions - Southwest .oils, Sat •. Dec. 8, 10
a.m.· 9 p.m., Sun., Dec. 9, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. In Four Seasons Motor
Hotel.
.Tonsan Gallery - Neil Townsend's work. Ceramic sculpture. Show
runs Tues.-Sun. uutil Dec. 20.
Muddy Wheel Gallery ~ "Statement~ in Black Perspective" daily
from 10 a.m.· 5 p.m. thru Dec. 30.
State Fair Fine Arts Gallery - Neil Kolb's work. Contemporary
paintings, sculpture, copper enamel.
Southwest Indian. Art Gallery - Navajo rtig display and weaving
.demonstration, opens Dec. 15, 4.-7 p.m.
·

'rh!l UNM Conc!lrt Choir,
Corale and Brass Ensemble will
give a free Christmas concert
tonight at 7:30 at St. Paul's
Luth!lran Church near the Southwest cori~er of Indian School and
University Blvd.
John Clark, assistant professor
of music and director of choral
activities;
Brad
Holmes,
graduate assistant, and Karl ·
Hinterbichler,
MSistant
professor of music, will direct the
joint performance.
The public is invited.

Tickets Now Available For
AlbU:qtierque CIHldrell's TheateiAll New Production Of

Saturday
December 8

THE §bEEPING BERllTY

1:30
Sunday·

December 9 .·
1:30 and 3:30

'l"ICKETS; Advance $Z.00- Day oJ Performance $2.50
For Groups of 10 or More: Advance- $1.50

Sunday

UNM JRZZ f>RND6

Decer11ber 9
8:15 p.m ..

BOBBY SHEW~ GUEST AHIJST
TICKETS: Adults $4.00, Students $3.00

ONE OP IHE GREAT MUSICAL TRIUMPHS

EllyS!orl£
Wednesday

December 12

rBncl
j[Alivt: ANd wdt
. I\,.LL ANd (iviN<jiN A\ry

IAr.QJu•~=
.. !Y

j' •'-l

Music program
for UNM clinic
"A Touch of Christmas,'' a
musical program · featuring.
Christmas and .contemporary
music, will be presented at the
Kimo Theatre Dec. 8.at 8:115 p.m.
Tickets are $3 for general
admission, $2 for stud1mts and
$1.50 for children.
The musical program will be
signed for the hearing impaired.
Sponsored by the Natioual
Student Speech and Hearing
Assoc., a UNM student chartered orgainzation, the program
will benefit the speech and
hearing clinic:: at the University.
The performafice will feature
UNM students and is directed by
Lloyd Lamb, chairpersofi of the
Department of Communicative
I>~orders.
•
,.-..

Juan l)bo and Montgomery in the Northeast Heights

Decernber 26
thru
January 6

ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC LIGHTOPERA PR.ODUC'TiON OF

~y

C¥a(ji l.,atdy

TICKETS: $3.50 to $8.00
STUDENT RUSH SEATS~ l:OO- 6:00p.m.~ $1.50
TICKETS AT POPEJOY AND ALL TICKETMASTE:R OUTLETS

For. complete details, call:

277-3121

The Southwesfs Center for the Arts

Jarvit>en waxless orwaxable

$

AlpiM lined leather boots
Exel Touring poles
Rote/ella 7Smm bindings
Moon ling and Hot Waxing
'·

.

l
'•.··.
1. . .

"'

70.00
29 'iO
11 00
8.50
9 00

MUSIC PERFORMANCES
Golden Inn ~ Sonny 'l'!lrry and Brownie McGhee Dec. 9, 8 p.m ..
'l'ickets available at all Ticketmaster outlets..
Caravan East- Johnny Rodriguez Dec. 11, 8 p.m. Ca.rol Gilley New
Years Eve 8 p.m. Tickets available at the door.

NIGHTCLUBS
The Bird of Paradise -Surprise Package appearing nightly thru New
Years
The Far West C/l~b- AI Hurricane Dec. '7, 8, 9, 8 p.m. until closing.
Tiny Morrie Dec. 14, 15, 16, 8 p.m. until closing, Baby Gaby Dec. 21,
22, 23, 8 p.m. until closing. Al Hurricane Jr. Dec. 28, 29, 30, 8 p.m.
until closing.
Friar's East - T.K.O. will be appearing all month. New Years Eve
party, reservations only.
Friar's Pub - '!'he Rockers Dec. 3-8. Grand Larceny Dec. i0·15, 'rhn
Glad Dec. 17-22. Atlantis Dec. 24,29.
7'/w .Embers- Terl)' Gibbs on jazz vibraharp Dec. 13-15.
N!!dS El Portal ~ Ole .Scratch Dec. ·4·16.' The Planets Dec.. 18·22.
Tippet Dec. 24-29. New 1'ears party.
Hogs Breath Saloon - Fingers Dec. 3·16. Trouble.Dec.17-23. Wailer
Dec. 24.-New Years .
The Establishment - Hank Wickam & Glad Dec. 3-9. Mark Rex &
the Rockers Dec. 10-23. Trouble Dec. 24-NewYears, New Years Eve
party, champagne, party hats, horns etc. compliments of the
management.
The Distillery ~ Soundstage Dec. 3'23. Ole Scratch Dec. 24-30.
Soundstage at New Y!lllrs party. No cover charge.
Alfalfa's - Rock and roll nightly thrti Dec. New YearsEve party .

Yamaha

Our Biggest Sale!!!

RENTALS:

Qualified Service, Trade•ins

Mbh, tues. W~d, Thurs • S 6.\)0/0ay
f'riday,Saturday,Sunday- S 8.50/Day
Weekeiiel· • • ··- •• · • ·• 511.00
. Avma the wee1<end'reriMlshottage, wereoerve skis oneweekinad.vance. ·
(includes skis,
boots and poles)

•.

M9ntgotnetv
;.._->.;'

.

and many others

'

I

""

Teac, Tascam, Toshiba

J..128 00

•

-

COMPETITIONS
A mp~rsand ~ 'l'ell college music, ~;~rts and entertainment ml!gazine in
25 words orless what the Seventies meilnt to you. $10 for each winner.
S11hmit entries to Alan Weston Publishing Co., Inc.; 1680 N. Vine
St., #201; Hollywood, CA 90028 byDec.l4..
Rolling Stone College Papers - Rolling Stone Magazine wants
submissions for its "Notebook" section, a literary magazine within
the magazine. Personal essays (i.e. college experiences and Jeeli11gs
that others may share or would want to know ~;~bout), poetry,
photography, illustrations and cartoons by college students should be
sent to: College Papers - Notebook; 745 Fifth Avenue; New Yorlt,
N.Y.l0022.. De!ldlilleformaterialisDec.l5, 1979.
Money ~ If you m11ke money in. an unusul\1, strafige., kinky, illicit,
hardworking or a!l-Ainedcan way, see the Lobo arts editor. Information to be submitted to Rolling Stone Magazine for story,
Grants - A total of $l5,000 is available to young composers in the
28th annual BMI Awards to Student Composers competition spon·
sored by Broadcast Music, Inc. No limitations are established as to
instrumentation, stylistic considerations, or length of works sub·
mitted. Students m11y .enter no more than one composition, which does
not h!1ve to have been composed during the year of entry. Competition
closes Feb. 15, 1980. Official rules and eutry blanks are available from
James G. Roy Jr . , Director BMI Awards to Student Composerll,
Broadcast Music, Inc., 320 West 57th Stroot, New York, NY 10019.
Historic Deerfield B11mmer Fellowships - in Early American History
and the Decorative Arts at Deerfield, Mass., June•Aug., !980. Seven
to fourteen fe!lowships to single, undergraduate men andwomen who
are interested in careers in the museum field and telated prOfe$siOII!l.
Application forms may be obtained by writing to Historic Deerfield,
11)80 Fellowship Program, Deerfield, Mass, 01342. InquirieS should be
addressed to J. Ritchie Garrison, Director of Education. Completed
applications must be received before Feb. 5, 1980,

Advent

'
"

.

'

JVC II

(an e<eellent package for first and second year skiers)

. '

-

cassette decks and
micro components

TOURING PACKAGE

243-9744

--

AIW~

SKIING

MoC1IIIIIor, F1lrflold, QIM,Y
S""'z,Strlbllng P.C.

--

All types-All brands!

COUNTRY
Immigration &
Naturalizatlol'! Legal
Servlc:es

-·

30th Anniversary Sale! !

CROSS

TICKETS: $10.00, $9.00, $7.00- ASUNM/GSA 1/2 PR.ICE
STUDENT RUSH SEATS-7:45p.m.- $1.00

.

Just in time for Christmas

CHAPMAN.'S Tennis and Ski Shop

8:15 p.m.

TICKETS AVAILABLE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6 FOR

December 7, 1979

•

'•

3011 Monte Vista NE; nearUNM,
justeast of
;~net Girard;
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Sports

Harrison finds super diet

.....

By Martin Janowski
UN M
acting
head
baslwtball Coach Charlie
Harrison has found a new
reducing plan guaranteed to
take off weight. 'l'ake over a
troubled basketbn]l program
after the head conch and his
chief recruiter has been indefinitely suspended becnuse
of alleged irregularities in the
program.
"I've lost nine pounds since
taking over the job last
Priday," Harrison .said. "I
can't keep my pants up
anymore."
Fate, it seems, has put
Harrison in the acting head
coaching position. Born under
the astrological sign of Leo ou
August 17, 1949, Harrison
does not believe thut this
position was in the stars for
hiln.
"I've heard that the stars
nro all screwed up/' Harrison
said. "Maybe that's why this
whole thing happen_ed.. I've
s;~id it before - irony is a part
of life, sometimes it's not
funny."
Harrison was ple<lsed with
his first victory M the Lobo
mentor and he was especially
pleased with the support of the
Lobo fan_s as they stood
behind the players. He said he
did not care ;~bout the applause for himself, but was

Charlie Harrison
happy to see his J?layers get
some credit for their .effort on
the court.
--"Some-of the fans are quickto mock our defense, and I'm
inclined to agree,'' H;~rrison
said. "We h<~ve yet to pl;~y
good, pressure defense,
;~!though we did play hard the
entire game."
Harrison alSo received his
first technical as a Lobo hrod
coach, although he admitted
he had received several as an
assistant coach. The technical
w<~s giVen_ for just that, .a very
technical point.
"I stood up and yelled at

him, 'Damn it, that's a foul!' I
guess I w<~sn't ;~llowed to
standup," Harrison said.
Iiarrison does not see any
changes in_ the basic Lobo
att;~ck
;~nd
said what
suspended
head
Co;~ch
Norman Ellenberger had
planned is b;~sie<~lly sound. He
s<lid there will have to be some
;~djustments made during the
course of the se;~son, the same
as any coach would have to
make.
One of the adjustments that
H!ll'rison faces is the fact that
7 of his 10 remainin_g players
rn!lY be ineligible ;~n_d new
players m;~y have to be
recruned h;~phazardly from
intramural ranks at UNM.
This is not normE~l pressures ·
for a college co<~ch to handle
but Harrison believes in
looking at the situation
. phi!OSOJ?hically. --.
"Every player that's on the
bench durin_g the game is
eligible to pl!ly ," Harrison
said. "Every player is eligible
until t'm told they're
ineligible."
"(If these players are
ineligible) I'll eros,; that bridge
when I come to it," Harrison
said. "I can't speculate. I've
got to look at what's real
today. Today I've got lO
pl;~yers. Tomorrow.,.! don't
know."'

Locker fee to begin in spring
Beginning with the spring
semester, UNM students, f;~eulty
and st;~ff assigned lockers in
Johnson an_d C<~rlisle Gyms will
be charged a fee to cover the cost
of providing locker and towel
service.
The fee is $3 per .semester for
students, $2- per · eight-week
SU!l1ll1er session_; $1 per four-week
summer session_ ;~nd $3 per half"
year for f;~culty and staff.
The fee is due at the tilne the
locker is ;~ssigned and 'vill be on a
c;~sh b;~sis. Payment may be
made at the University C;~shier's
Office or at Johnson Gym during
the first week of the.semestet.
Fee refunds will be made only
When students furnish proof of
withdraw;~! from the .University
during the first eight weeks ofthe
semester.

Carlisle Gym's locker room is
open until 3:30 p.m. weekdays.
Students, faculty und staff who
<~re unable to get a locker in
Johnson Gym are eligible to use
the service in C!U'lisle Gym. The
fee schedule is the same. ·
The locker and towel service
will -be optional .for- students
participating
in
physical
education activityclasses.
Because of the shortage of
lockers, students enrolled in_
physie<~l
education
activity
classes will be given priority for
this service during the first week
of the spring semester. After
that, other students may pay the
fee in the Intramural Office for
remaining lockers.
Charges for towels and locks
th<~t ;~re lost or not turned in at
the end of the semester will

remain in effect,
There will be no towel service
dudng school breaks.

Gymnasts are .,gifts'
By Ernest Mon_toy!l
UNM women_'s gymnastics
Coach Claudia Thomas has the
feeling th;~t her Christmas
presents arrived in September
and not on December 25th like
everyone else.
Her gifts !Ire the members of
the UNM women gymnastics
tesm who recently competed in
the Sun Carnival in El Paso,
Tex;~s. Despite the fourth place
finish in a field of six teams,
Thomas S<~ys the Lobos were <1 Jot
better than some of the teams
th;~t finished above them. And
many of the other coaches felt the
same way,
''I t!lCeived many compliments
from the. other coaches and they
were really suprised by the

;~mount

·Of difficulty we put into

our routines," Thomas said,
'J'hl) Lobos will have plenty of
time to work on their routines, as
their next meet is not until Jan. 7
against the University of Texas
(Austin) at Johnson Gym.
"I don't think Texas is as
stron_g as they Were last ye;~r and
our girls really seem excited
about t.he home opener," said
'l'hom<ls.
"I am full of nothing but
encouragement for the girls.
They are ready Jor our first
major competition, At this J?Oint
.they are slighty behind where I
want them to be, but I am
ple<~sed with their progteils so
far,'' Thomas said.

Season delayed twice
The UNM men's gymnastics
"team's -regular -sea$on has been delayed twice this season, due to
circumstances beyon_d its control.
The Lobos were scheduled to
compete in. the Midwest Open,
but Coach Jtusty Mitchell pulled
them out when he wail asked to
be press chairman for the World
Games this weekin.ElPa.so.
"I really didn't want; to let the
kids go to the meet withoUt the
supervision they needed," said
Mitchell.
The Lobos were also scheduled
to compete in the Rocky
Mountain Open next week, but
that meet was cancelled.

'fhe Lobos will not get the real
taste- of competition -until J11nuary 16, when the. Lobos go
against
Colorado. . State
University in Fort Collins, Colo.
The Lobos .open their home
season
J·an,
21
ag<~inst
powerhouse Southern Illinois
University.
The team will be part host to
the Secon_d Annual Journal
Invitational ;~t University Arena
Jan. 11-12.
"I am really excited ;~bout this
year's meet. We have already
signed to have Home Box Office
television carry it,'' Mitchell
said.

Wrestlers open season

By George 13ennett
The UNM wrestling team begins its season Saturday in_ Durango,
Colo. with the Quadrangle Wrestling Meet on the campus of Ft. Lewis
College. UNM will battle Adams State; Ft. Lewis and Western State.
Lobo head Coach Jton Jacobsen and ;~ssistartt coach Gary Hines are
anticipating a successful year with returning WAC champion Luke
Gilpin and trom captairt Paul Madiz. Other returning grapplers al'e
Clarence Laster, Lenny Lovato and Jeff Gandy.
The sixth annu;~l Christmas
High School All-American Mike Baker is optimistic about his first
Dance for the handicapped is year of collegiate wrestling, ''We're a strong toom this year," Baker
Dec, 21 from 7:30 p.m to 10:30 said. "This is <1 .completely dlfferent style than irt high school. We
p.m. in the SUB. Michael have to go the basics and not just learn them; but master them."
Anthony and Lovely Leslie will
Marfiz has a similar outlook, butas a veteran, he has more on his
perform magic tricks and Fame ntin_d. "We're young and have a st;~ble foundation to build on.
will provide. the .music. The dance
''Mainly at this meet, we will be scouting Adams State who we will
is sponsored by the City of meet agE~in in the regular se;~son_. As far as this meet is concerned, we
Albuquerque
Parks
and plan on pl<~cing second, ifrtot.first."
Recreation Department and the
The terun is selling frozen fish to raise funds for a trip to the Mexico
UNM Intramural Advisory City Invitational to be held Dec. 27 through Jan. 3. Purchases can be
Council. There is "-0 admission made by contacting <~ny Wrestler or the athletic department.
charge. For more imormation C<~ll
The Lobos open their horne season Jan_. 17 against Adams State at
7:30 p.in. in Johnson Gym.
·
766-7430.

Dance set

Final picks stiCk tNith Bucs
Well folks, this is it, my finale
for 1979. I haven.'t h;~d a bad
year, but ifyou've J?Ut mon_ey on
me against the Vegas spread,
you've made some bucks. Believe
it or not, I read a column by ;~
local sportswriter a couple weeks
ago who was 16g<~mesunder .500
against the spread. Flipping a
coin_ •'·ould be better than th;~t.
My pre-season pick of Tampa
B;~y to win its division has got to
be my highlight prediction of the
year. Every . other pre-season
rating I saw had them picked
dead last.
Home te;~m in capitals:
SATUJtDAY:
Dallas
24
PH!LADELPlUA 21: The
Cowboys are not the power many
people believe they are, but I
can't see them losing a playoff
spot to the Bears.
SEA'f'l'LE 31 - Denver 27:
Th;~nks to the Zia Bowl, to be
played at. University stadium
SaturdE~y, neither this game or
the Cowboys-Eagles contest will
be aired on TV . .But I find this
amusing because I'm sick of
seeing t:he two D's every week,
anyway. The. hard-luck Hawks
will avenge an earlier loss to the
Bron_cos an_d will make this the
"UJ?set special."
SUNDAY:
Chicago 10- GREENBAY7:
The Bears still have aspirations
of making the playoffs, and if
they win this one and win ag;~in
next week against the Cards,
they could go.
Los Angeles 24- ATLANTA
21: 'fhe Falcon_s ar!\ trying to
salvage some face and would love
to knock off the Rams, hut LA
Wll!1ts to win the West after all.
New York Gian_ts 23 - ST.
LOUIS 21: The Giants were
dominating the stat war at
halftime last week against
Dallas, but fell apart after theygot the shaft on an. onside kick.
Their slim playoff hopes were
doused with that gaine, but they
could still salvage a .500 season
with a couple of wins.
Miami 27- DETROIT 17: I
still think the Dolphins are
overr;~ted, but the Lions can't
beat an AFC team. Detroit
should never have built a domed
stadium - the snow could have
kept their opponents from
scoring as much - and the Lions
couldn't have put any "fewer
poirtts on the board th<ln they
have this year.
WASHING'l'ON 2:3 - Cincinnati 20: The Skins are trying

pretty soon, and the home crowd
should give the Oilers the lift
they need to pull it out.
Tampa Bay phrase of the
week: They've lost two in_ a tow,
but one more win ;~nd I c;~n s;~y,
"I told yc:>uso,"
Best Bet: San Die.go. minus
three over New Orle;~ns (8 -3) •
Three other losers w;~nt to get
in on_ the act so here we .go:
SOULFUL MR. LUCKY:
Denver minus three over Seattle.
OSCAR: Philadelphia plus
three ;~nd one-half over Dall<~s.
MAGIC: Tampa Bay minus
three and one-half .
to hang on to 1'\ playoff spot, and
Last week 8-6. Overall
should have just enough to get 1~0-7(3.
by the pussycats.
·
BALTIMORE 3l - K11nsas
On The Schcd nlc
City 20: If the Chiefs could
alternate games with Oakland
and Seattle ;~ll year, they would llcre h uri ovrrvlcw or "'Jtul I.1111U uthlcles "m-be
durin~; UNM'li wiiltcr bri'P.$1.~
be undefeated. Unfortunately for tluini;
11ASKI':J'JIAU,- The men travel to t.as-CrucC.'i lo
KC, they have to IJ!~;y baulc. NMSU .Saturday~ and._:_tetum_~nJakc._OI\_.Orand
Sta.tc IJ«-. I i nnd Weber Stale Dec•. :13 nt.
powerllouse51ike the coits,-too. - - C~ny(m
Uni\·crsity Arena, UNM _stays iri The Pit for Ute Nlk_e
Buffalo 24 - MINNESOTA Cage Classic nee. -,5·16, Soilihcrn Cal IJI.'f, 19_,
T~ch ill'(, 2.1 _1\nd._ NMSU nee. 12. The _lobo
21.: The Bills fum bled twice inside lllinoi"
lnviltHioh~l. is Ore; 28·:19.: The Lobos b~gln WAC
the Denver 10-yard line I.ast week play here against UYU Jan.J and Utah Jan. 5., WAC
ncdon COrltiniJf,$.ln Laramic.agairi§t W)'Oming Jan~ JCI
and th;~t cost them a spot in the and
ngninst C'olarndo.SuueinJ;"t, CoUin!iJari. ·12. The.
playoffs. 'l'he Vikes also blew l.obos return. h(IOJe for WAC games ag_ainst H~waii
.i!m, r7,andSnn DiegdStntdi!n_, H>.
their outside .shot at post-season
Tht;: women ~::accn wlll bl! nf Th~ Pit for gam~s
Wnyland Unpth.l C'ollcgc: Dt•c. 11 nud UNLY
play last week, so this ought to a_gninSt
Ut:·l,'. 13, The)' tra.,.·et to Wkhita, for lbe Wichita
Shocker Clttssie Jan. J•S :mid they hcnd for L_aramie,
be an interesting blunder bowl.
Wyo. to lake-on the Unfvcrsit}' of Wyoming, Jan. 11.
OAKLAND 31 - Cleveland Thtwomen h{1· Fl~ Collins. to tQke ol"i ·CSU J$ln. 12
21: Both te.ams are hanging and will be in El Paso for.a mntchagalmtt UTE~1 Ja11.
tough this year, but the Raiders J8,i-'OOTHAI,l, - Pclnwarc and Y:oung$town Stmc
bntUc for lhe NCAA P.i:vislan II National Football
are hard to beat at home,
Cltampi~rt~hip in tlte Z!rt now I S11turday :11 I .l :3'1 a.m.
NEW YORK JETS 41 - New at UniversitY Stn·ttiutn.
- Th(! women golferS will be in Snn Diego,
England 34: How's this for an CA.c;ou·
Jan. I!M.O·torthe·tndyAztcc mcc1.
"upset special" Part Two? The
(;\'M""iASTIC.S - The women will compete
the Univcrlili,Y o( 1'~C:s;ns ·nt Ausfln Jan. 7 ·at
Jets are tired of being beaten_ up a~ainst
Nhnson Gyrtt til 7:10p.m. 'BOth meh;! nhd 'Yo'otnen's
by the Pats, and New England is learns will parllclpau: In the .Atbut:~uerquc Journal
ln,itntimmt Jari. li·l2 ni Univet$1IY Arciltt at 7;30
primed for <1 fold.
p.ili. The womc1i continue (QmpCtitlon again~t
San Diego 27
NEW Od~rn ,fsut. l4 -nt John~on ·GYm nt 7~30 p.m. They
travel to.StlUwaiCt, O~la. to iakt~ on Oklahoma Slate
ORLEANS 13; The Saints' hopes .fntt~UL
liOCKKfl"- The ~·tertr$ Ice Hoc-key ClUb rttke'l·ort
were dashed by the Raiders Colorado
Srnt~ at Ic~land Arena· Jnn~ 11&12. nl to
last tUn. nnd s a,tit., respccd\·ciy. 11tc- t~am .~ravels to
fourth-quarter
barrage
for.sarne~.hut. UJ·T9,
Monday, and I can't see the ()YU
IN'IlOOR TilACK - Th~ mcl'l will be in Lotlg
Chargers losing back-to-back IJe<~c-h~ Calif.~ for 1he Muhammad Ali Jtwit:uional
JJ!'I•-4.• and travel to Lo~ Angeles fot thcSun-kl~l mCCJ
g;~mes to two teams . from the Jail. U. 'rhcy wiU be in P.hifadcl('lhia, Pa .• fot lllc
Pliiladclphia·Trl!ck Clas5ieJ~n. 19. Th~ \l.'(imcn·~Jll
worst division in footbalL
p.articiJ)ale in fhe NMSU AAU l.t1doot Charrt•
Tampa Bay 26
SAN pioMhips nt TinglcyColllseumJttn. 19.
Si.:U:\'G """' 'The AlpincN. will he in Sun V_:1U!!y,
FRANCISCO 14: The Bucs are fd~b9
fQr the W~t!!r11 UQJ!dn_yJ;Ias.~ie Dec. U-Ut
trying to lfil\ke me 'look bad. by i'hcY will be- in Copper Mt., Colo•• Jun. 5-t., .and
StcmhbQaf Spting.s-, Colo., Jon. 12·.13. The womet'l
pulling what could be the choke wlll b~ in Wi11ter Pilrk, Colo. and the men y,iJt be in
ofthe year. But even though they Ctfi'PCT, Min,,_ Jan. 15·16. The skictHompete a1 ~hi!
l'l'·l?.
lost two games E~t home, either.of Ulli\·ersi~yofWyothingJan.
The Nordic sl;ieu--tomp<:te in Wintcr·r·ark .lan. tl
trnvel to Wyoming for the Medicine bov.-1 Jan.
which would have clirtched the nnd'
17-19.
title, they still only n.eed to win
SWIMMING ~ Lobo -swimmers will be in La.'O
Cntces flee, 8 tv com~ete-agaitt~t NMSU. fhcy will
one of their last two to wrap up a parilcipale
Il'l the Rainbow lmi,ationa( ln 1-f.awaU
,!an~ :t-3. and will remain in Hawaii Ftrr corn!i~titiott
playoff berth.
against H:iwaii~ Wyoming and Idaho J~Jl. ~. The
MONDAY:
swimmcrt: reltlrn 'home for a 111ett -with Te;:as "Tech
HOUSTON 20 - Pittsburgh and Colorado State Jnn. 1'9 at I _p.m. at Johnson
17: The Steelers have outscored Pool.
WiU;;.sii.ING - jhe wrcsUer:s rrtke oh Adams
Ft. tc~i~. Colorado- and Wcsfc-tn Stale in
the Oilers 85-15 irt their last State,
Durarigo· iJrc. It ·they IVilrbe.fn Me:dco City Drc. 2_7
three meetings; and the only 10 .Jun. J, firtd will be in U.:s V~gas·; NM·, Jan~ 1t.
They conlinue c:ompcjltiori ln Golden, Colo. Jtm._ll
Houston TD came on the last .Md
wlU be hcte (Or ll'lccl$'<iS:iin~t Adarn$' Sfare Jan.
play of the game the last tlme 11 a:'ld NMihCrli ArfzoM Jan. 1?. at '7:30 p.nr. in
they met. It has to turn around John~on Gym,

You'll always get
the V.I.P. treatment.
ATDATACO WI; OFFJ.;R
a 7 (lay week • prompt .coJ,Jrteous ~ervice • convenient off-street
parking • design and layout • typesetting • offsl!t printing • copies

@lor @pying
T·SHiRTS•35mm SLIDES
CO~OR PRINTS• ~RAPHS
CHARTS•OVERHEAO PROJECTION

CHRIST.MA
Pledge~X.
Pnzdes Ga...es
Children's T-Shirts
Cbrist111as Cards

UN.M BOOKSTORE
GIFTS.HOP

The oniy prerequisite for joining the XX
FraternitY is ail ap!Jreciation for the strong.
character of real beer. The rich, distinctive
taste, unique color and ft.eshness you won't
find in any other import. And a light, natural
carbonation that Won't fill YOU UIJ,
Join the uncommon fraternity. Discover
Dos Equis:The uncommon import that
sttmds out from the crowd. Just like you.

IF
ISWHAT.
DAY FEELS
LIKElY'S TIME IOGETTANKED
at . .
·

FLOAT TO RELAX

1020 Lomas NW No. 4
rather ad

242-2095

Because of a lack of snow, members of the UNM ~ki Team ~ake themost_ of a bad sit.uation.
by "rollerskatil!g'' near ·the Albuquerque foothtl/s. to get m shape for the upcommg skt
season, (Photo by Mike Mayhew)

DOSEQUIS

The lR:on'mOit it !p011.
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Arts

Magazine deadline coming soon

Raitt's intensity glows on album
By Judith Theiler

By M u:rk Holl>erg
UNM's student-run arts and
literary magn11ine, Conceptions
Sautl~we.9t,
is seeking con·
tributions
for
its
next
publication. Deadline for sub·
mitt;lng poetTY, prose, fine and
performing arts is Dec. 20. 'rhe
magazine will be published the
first week of April.
In conju.nction with th.e
magazine's publication will be a

"This semester we're confine arts exhibition of works
included in the new addition in cerned with submissions and
the ASA Gallery, Poetry acquiring money." Mast(lrson
readings and performing arts said. He s.aid Conceptions
presentations a.re also planned, stresses quality, and hl'l hopes
that it will come from a fairly
but have not been scheduled yet.
Robert Masterson, newly· broad spectrum of rnaterial,
elected editor of the maga:~;lne, striking a balance of J?rose,
and volunteer staff member poetry and visual arts. The
Leslie Donovan are .collecting magazine should reJ?re~ent each
submissions and sharing office media in the artistic community
at UNM, he said.
chores.
When all submissions are in,
the magazine will be designed
around what is accepted, and a
form will he found for the best
presentation.
For most people it is a big stllp
to release work to a. publication
for the first .time, Masterson
said. "This is a place to make
that initial step."
There is no set editorial policy
except quality. "We're still
. acccelltwg - s]li,Jmlssions ~frmn
whoever is interested and wants
to be involved," he said.
If there is enough good work to
justify the increase in size, the
magazines may go to 96 J?ages
from 80, Donovan said. The
printer requires increases in 16pageunits.

The Glo.w - Bonnie Ra.itt
[Warner Bros.HS 3369]

The soulful intensity of singer
Bonnie Raitt is always <tlistening
pleasure, whet?e~ it comes in the
form of hard-h1ttmg rock and roll
or smooth blues· filled b~l!<)ds.
Raitt's vocals naturally lend
themselves to clear,. personal
expression of !"motion and this
quality is what rnakes her latest
album, The Glow, worthwhile.
Produced by Peter Asher, its
technical aspects need little
improvement, but. his formUla
approach to th<:> mixture of

By Christopher Canavan
· ·Smoke pouring Jrom the stage·
and lights flashing around the
auditorium; Kansas arrived in
Albuquerque with a bang,
The six-member band began
the set with "On the Other Side,"
a song from their Jatest album,
Moilolith. Flowing into their
latest hit, "People of the South·
wind," R:ansas went through an
arrangement of songs J?rima:rily
from Mo!lo/i.th.
Throughout the concert
R:ansa.s excited the crowd with
laser beams and explosions to
accompany th!lir wailing music.
The screeching sounds of the
synthesizer and searing guitar of
lead guitarist Karry tivgren were
sometimes reminiscent of the
electronic so~nd. that Emerson,
Lake and Palmer made so
famous.
Sprinkled . among the tunes
from Monolith, R:ansas played all
their old favorites including
"Dust jn .the. Wind,'' "Point of
No ·Return,' 1 and an encore which
included the .hard·rocking ballad
"WaywardcSon ....
The concert began with a new
British rock group, Sniff in the
1'ears, who played their latest
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The charter that was granted
to Conceptions by the Student
Publicatons Board says the
magazine h'l.s to be the work of
UNM students, faculty and staff,
Masterson
said.
Student
Publications funded Conceptions
the first year and ASUNM
funded it last year.

Skipp Schwers (Untitled, 14x 11)

sales of the last issue. This in·
crease
amounts to 30 percent
This year, in addition to
money
to Work with this
more
ASUNM funding, the magazine
year.
has money from the Graduate
The Upcoming issue is to sell
Student Association and from

for $l, he said. The second issue,
still on sale, is $2.
Submissions should be sent or
delivered to Marron HaH, Room
105.

Book explores world of dance
Backstage. w.ith the Ballet
Pierre Petitjean

Penguin Books, New York City
$1).95

By .&b LaWrence
Tastefully photographed in loving detail, this
exploration of the world of dance preparation
should delight photograph!lrS, dancers and their
respective - sometimes overlapJ?ing- audiences.
l\1. Petitjean assembled this book while working
as official photographer for Ballet Theatre Contempotain in Angers after winning a fellowship in
France that launched his career as .a photojour·
nalist. At Theatre Contemporain he did the pretty
pictures you see in ballet programs and most.ballet
books.
"But between officiB.l takes l often wandered
backstage," he confides, ''And soon I found myself
taking more pictures there than of performances. I
never stopped to analyze why; but I know re!llize
that this 'other 1ife' of the dance, this wotld of
grueling work and endless rehearslll, ofinformalit:y
and relaxation and, yes, even boredom, seduced
my photographer's eye.''
A nice, and welcome contrast to Susan Sontag's
view that photography is an act of rape .. It
provides the motivation for this book which
examines minutely, although sympathetically, the

"On11 of lh11 y11ar's best films.
G11rald.lne Chaplin giv11s a

riveting· parformance.''
Ke~Jn Thomas, 'LA Times

"BEST ACTRESS
GERALDINE CHAPLIN''
Patls Film Festival

** * *

"On& Qf thli Fin ~1st
Films Qf this Or Any Year."
Thtt Real Paper~ Boston
.. THE BEST FiLM.OF
THE YEAR.''
Los· Angeles Weekly

"Best Score· Alberta Hunter."
M/amllnterneilonol Fllln Festival

"One Qflhe B11st American
Films In Y11ars."
Santa Monica Outl.ook
"Th& Flri11sl. SQng ScQr.11 of

Included on this album is her Other than her attempt at;
latest hit, ''Fooled By A country·disco, sha does an ad·
Feeling." This song combines mirablc job singing rhythm 11nd
Following a string of hit traditional country·music lyrics blues with "Selfish" on the
singles including ''lf Loving You with an unmistakeable disco album.
Is Wrol)g" "tms! »Sl~Pi.l!g_SJngle. ~.2eAt, J!llJ:I has~ re,ceived much .. _'£.he remainder ofthenlbum is
A Double Bed,'' Barbara deserved airJ?Iay on both country her more traditional country
music. She paces. the nlbum well
Mandrell again suc.ceeds in and rock stat.ions.
pleasing country-music fans with
The album takes on an ex• with a variety of slow and fast
her new album, J1tst For The perimental air with Mandrell songs, each discussing an aspect
Record,
showing her full rangeof talents. of "country love."
By Chds Psillas

unm-

BY DECREE

Bonnie Raitt

heard on only three numbe1·s: openly offers herself to t.IJ(; blues.
She gives her warmest vocals
"Stand.in' By the Same Old
Love," her on.e origin;:~! con· to the moving ballad ''IGoin')
tributionto the album, "The Boy Wild forYou nuby," the finn! cut,
Can't; Help It," reminiscent of on the album, which fills the void
her acoustic blues days, and "(I created by the crnpty in·
Could Have Been Your) Best Old terpretat.ion ol' Jnckson Browlle's
Friend," the sou) cut featuring "Sleep's Dark and Silent Gate."
the driving bass of ll-aitt's long· ·
time. band member Freebo.
Asher's overproduction is 'l'he
Robert Palmer's "You're Wow's weutest flaw. But apart
Go1u1a Get What's Coming" fmrn its downfalls into dull
demonstrutes Raitt's charac· studio pel'fectionis1n, the album
tcristic, enei·getic affection for captures moments of feeling and
slick, white rock and .roll, while sincerity, which pale only in light
with Isaac Hayes and David of Rait.t's results on past
Porter's "Ymtr Good Thing" she recordings.

;fust for .the Record -~ Barbara
Mandrell- MCA Records

calendars

~hll"rloclt llol~..

.

Lasers, explosions· Mandrell succeeds admirably
herald Kansas gig

mimbres

TilE IIOUIIID OF'
TilE "''SKERVILLES

contemporury tunes &nd rhythln
and blues cla.ssics le~:~ves the
album lacking the untouched
spirit of:Jl,aitt's previous efforts.
Asher's stark, comm(lrcial
influence is obvious throughout,
yet much
surviv13s this
mechanical treatment.
.
The Glow radiates the singer's
new. found confidence in her voice
<)nd is a change for her in that
most of the songs were recorded
on the first or second take with
almost no rehearsal and al) with
live vocals.
Raitt's talented slide guitar is

words-and-pictures documentatio.n that. proves
Petitjeans' s point.
In his photom-aphy and in his writing, he makes
no pretense of being a detached photojournalist.
Petitjean is a fan of the dance, and of da11cers. One
suspects that ifhe had .not been lured by apertures
he would be explori11g arabesques as a performer.
The impact of the book, in fact, stems from the
viewpoint of a dancer witnessing rehearsal hours
and able to translate memory into silver image.
Petitjean's bias shows, but is J?roved justified from
the standpoint of a conviction - whether the
rP.ader·viewer has ever been backstage or not that this is how it must be. Th~re is nothirtgwrong
with a photojournalist taking a position on his
subjects; Cartiet,Bresson, W. Eugene Smith and
Rob.ert Capa all did.
The hook is selective; only 75 photographs were
selected finally from thousands. And each picture
is given enough breathing room so that .it need not
compete with its neighbors, el(cept in the opening
and final pages of the photo sectiQn. Accom•
p!lnying the photographs, on the opposite page,
!Ire modes.t text blocks which complement the
image.
subtly Gallic, beautifully printed and worth
repeated study, M, Petitjean's book expands a
beautiful, if not pretty, world.
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hit, "Drivers Seat," in perfect
form.c Aftera short thirty-minu-te
performance the group chose
''Rock and Roll Music" for the
encore.

-In-
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Rober! Rcc.VC,<;;,. a graduate

\llidcnt in Phililsnphy departn1cnt 1 will real.!_ today Cin
tin~ ''Arils!crdam School/' a
rhHo~ophical· fnqVcn1cnl
ba.~cd.

-contemporary
on Calvinist

C"hriMianity•.Rcfrcshtru:n_ts, J p.m .• in the t:radudtc
lounge~ Huni3ni1id H.uildlllg, fifth noor~ nild reading
:tl J;:J(j p.m .. in thC' P.hilosop"11y DcpL Library. All
interested invited¥
"ltld~rit Cm,ndl fo_r .1-:Mcpli!Jrilli Child'rc_n ••)tcclill~ down tmd hcav_y? Come· srna~h a Chcvyl''
C'tirll~Tc (iym, t9day aml Sat'~ nee, ·nand 7, 10-a~ni.
~Scents a swl!Jg.
KltNM _...... Sritdnl pM~rQmS: Smantlsla~e wllh Eli11
VIIJ}ttornld 1 O.~cn_l' Pelcrshtl lirfd.Jfte. l'uS!i:'i_ Slit1., ,hoc.

-!1_,_

m 11.ni. Alsi~; .J.:Mn Ulslmp on Soundstage, T•iCs-. 1

ll~i.'~ II, .to

p·.m,

UNM Chtntihcr CntnpeiUon-..... Si1t.1 Dc!t. 81 itn.m.·
l2!j(l j1.1ti.1n Keller Hail.
tlNM ltnrfy .1\iti.~k --r..n~cmtlle' - Susan Patrick ·and'
Flnycl \Villiii.tit~,:dlrcctN:., Siu1.r oec.-9, il p.m.
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MEETING TODAY-

Noxtls.suu;t the
Dmlv iJibo hi
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Wed,, 000,12.

History Dept. touuge

4215 menaul NE
266-&641
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Claris ~ddeadjine

Is noQii Tuesday,

'aalantlng

ALBUQUERQUE TIRE INC.
7:45 & 9:40

PHI ALPHA
'l'JIETA·

GEltl\.LD NASH

'1:30 3:"30
5:30 7:30
9:30

Spealtbtg on IntetJUitlonal
Pat. Otgan!zatlofi and The
Hlsiotiull.
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Thursday's Puzzle Solved

Andrew Dasbu,rg
Van Deren Co he
Univer,qity of New Mexico Press
.'/124.!)5; 141 pages
By Robert Conine
Andrew Dasbtirg, Van Deren Cok~s
re.cilnt book is, among other things, a
collection of interesting tidbits and
anecdotes from this painter's exciting life.
V pn Deren Coke, · a photographer of
mttional uccluim and a soon.to-retire
professor and !lrt museum director at
UNM, has put in some very thorough
research in his assessment of Dasburg as
an artist and a teacher. The book is well·
organized and flows easily along through
the atist's history, intermingling his
connections and friendships, his
teachings, art-making and philosophy. If
you think that art historians are stuffy
repositors of dissected history who
squirrel away the events of the art world
into proper little compartmepts, you will

_ _E P E E

STALLS

ARTS·

Dasburg's appetites enticed him into
some rewarding and sometimes un·
predictable circumstances. As a young
man studying in Paris, he had the good
luck to tag along with a friend who was
visiting the studio of Matisse, He felt
fortunate to be able to observe the master
paint, erase, and repaint the s.ho\llder of a
dancllr - an. imprllssionable hour that
might never have been available to him if
he had pot, eady on, dedicated himself to
the interests of the avant-garde.

Pasburg's abiding interest in the
landscapr; .and his propensity toward
wandering while making copious studies
sometimes mac\e things difficult for him,
as Coke relates. Toward. the end of World
W.ar I, Dasburg found himself in a little
hot water with· the not-too-sophisticated
locals in Taos, who wondered if the man
with the German-sounding name roaming
the co\lntryside drawing "maps" of the
area was perhaps working. on behalf of the
Kaiser.
The incident was one of marty that Coke
Those interests did not !l.lways land him records, and it is obvious he has enjoyed
in a comfortable spot. Trying to initiate in writing abo\lt a man whose story is en·
1913. the stuffed•shirt elite of Buffalo, New joyable reading. Dasburg, by the way,
York, to the very modern ways and apparently remained \lnda.unted.. He
wonders of .his friend, semi-abstract produced many more landscapes and
painter Marsden Bartley, was perhaps spent much of the of his life here in New
one of those arduous little trials that the Mexico, where he bas had local
Great Spirit hands down to test the mettle popularity. Now, perhaps as a result of
and sincerity of those who dare to be Van Deren Coke's efforts, he will receive
different.
the wider acclaim long overclue.
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Wolfe effectively yet mercifully
exposes the pilot-jock, astronaut·
jock, "right stuff" phenomena
which permeated this country's
space program from its begin·
nings with Project Merc\lry.
Characteristic of Wolfe's
style, The Right Stuff is full of
inventive, descriptive phrases
which he repeats to the point of
the ridiculous at appropriate
points throughout the book.
The first few chapters are
devoted to expertly researched
background accounts of the
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their families experienced as a ·introduced Yeager, the pilot who
result of going from low•paid, broke the sound barrier in 1947, in
military• base existences to the third chapter and refers to
sitting across from Jackie him, as .well as the evolution of
Kennedy at White House dill· rocket planes and test piloting,
ners. Wolfe's skillful and in· all through the book. Although
tuitive observations of women Wolfe's return to the Yeager
like Rene Cnrjlenter, Betty story brings the novel full-circle,
Grissom and Annie Glenn are his abrupt wra!J'uP of the
evident throughout his stories of astronauts' stories is a little
the astronauts and their lives.
frustrating.
The Right Stuff is, on the
Wolfe sympathetically ex·
In the last chapter of his book, whole, graphic, enlightening and
plor~ in ~ubsequent chapters the Wolfe returns 1ft detail to the
provocative. :Oou't wait for the
culture.shock the astronauts and story of Chuck Yeager. Wolf'l' paperback
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MARINE BIOLOGY (3) .

F'Ow.;o:}; E.YS ON 1.hd~rncr·o· fSil\er and H.an-a.td A rare opporfunlty- to study biology in a- .fropltal

SE. Monda)'. De:c-, J. Call Andfeaal 2~~-.J279. 12>'1 7 ri1;,rinc mvfronrnent,
Woo: Biology ""'"''""dgraduate,.udenJS
Where: Dlsrovct\1 Bw M~rft'ie labofaiQf'y
._
. _ .- __
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Unfwr.stt\l(;i'tiw!Westfildes
PROf.'ES..;;IONAt. TYPtN(; AT f-lat;:ard Variety.
Jamalca
·C"a.ll2:i5'·ft71t'i. A(tcr 6 p:m .. 2:65.4022.
l2·fl'Wh~n: ·11~ii Marth fSprirt~ Scm.:siei), 1980
COurse lfrnlt~ to 10 ~ud£11f.s·on·.a.fir~ cQme basis
KINI<0 15 TYPING SERVICE tiB~1 Selectric) and If rmuested.confoct Dr. Dan Ouszyn.sfU' (27d4J or :
now J mlnuu:: ·ra\sport Pho1os. No appointmcrn.
Dr. Manuel Molles (305tl).ln 11-le Biofogy Dtpf.
iM-8~15. Wed_D ~ey~.
tfn

3 • SER
. .VJCES.
.

}.if<

ff)R \1\[ f-·BASlf- -.e-r:~~~s''!"' -..,<;~, ... ~~rr ;·'=;-;"- \\~·~
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R00\1\!ATE \\ANTED TO ~hare ~""1(\ btdi-o0'.11
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MISCELLANEOUS

~::,.r.lr.,-:(:r: \\i'!~r-•tjlc H.f~: ~ ~·r.a~~!

"iHARF lARGE AiiR:ACTIVE furnithed ho~J.~
v.nh non-~moJ;er- Margat(t and Boh. sno, 168~18'64
12·0?'

neigh·

"flying fraternity" o£ pilots who
eventually were either "left
behind" or became the first men
in space, Men and their families
were idolized by the .media. and
the American public in the early
1960s because they had the
"stuff" it took to sit "like a
zombie'' on top of a rocket and
give the Russians a good race for
their money.
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GRAND LARCENY
Catch 'em in the act!
Mondav Thru Saturdav Dec, 10-15

· at Friars Pub
Tuesday is Shot Nite
6825 Lomas N.E.

C'iUITAR: LESSONS~ ALL ~lyle!. Marc's Guitar

~~••s~n~---~~.~
0111'4 ';~~~~~~~~··~~~~~J~JI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

WE NEED GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS

cenlralse. Corner nfCorneJt

t;:MA~~

Established local Contractor specializing Jn Asphalt Paving, Earthwork, MuniCipal
Utilities, Subdivision·and Highway Construction. is in need of Graduate Civil Engineers.

YOUR

3"TE~tE0.fype,

hnd our aboul

l)pring- 'Ru.\h. Jan, 27.fctr_ J. For mote
Ul(or.rn~linn. ~a:II Sf~d«Jt A~;tiViti~. ;!.17'-4i0fl. 1'1.107
~ f-VJ'S ON SALE._.$8_95, California fa~hion Our let,
.. _t24 C'cntraiSF. C'nrncr t)fCont!1H.
01114
('()!'-lTRWtJTE TO (1.E'AN air.
tf_n
\l'ltCiflfJ~

DUTIES WILL INCLUDE:

I 1-0\:F YOU O.C". i'leasedon 11 hurt m~T.J.ff. f2-07

* SITE INVESTIGATION

* JOB ESTIMATING

t;'IOA 'REt'NJON..INTeRESTED? [ ea,-c Tt1C":\ag.c
fc1r Hlen at 2i1-S6Stl,
trn

* JOB CO•ORDINATION

('YCLISTS--PROI13CT THAT bieyth!; moped. ot
niotorcyde ~ith .a ~-4 1heftproof locK. :S_ZOO.
(juarantee, A 11 ,ilci.S2 0((. M-2·9100.
12/ I7
ROOM&. BdA~D. RESPONSIBLE person lo ~':'arc
far two chifdtc:fl, ages 9-f [,. Mon·Thur~, j.fi:JO~_tnd
r:it Dec May, {private bedtoom wtb:uh) Home three'
hl11_d;,. NI!ofUNM. i6S-.5:!Hi.
Ji/17

* JOB SUPERVISION
Job orea Is primarily. Bernallilo County and the Albuquerque area. Excellent starting
salary with rapid Advancement for Self Starting Persons. Excellent Fringe Benefits
Including Transportation.
SEND RESUME TO:
J.R. HALE CONTRACTING CO. INC.
P.O. BOX 25667
ALBU. NM 87125.
OR CALL • J.R.· HALE or BRUCE HALE
lNTER\IlEW AT 345•6628
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p.m.~ ~1}6.;-SOJS. Ao;'k for i>:Jrl.
12-1!7
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Book calls for rightstuffili space
Tho Rfglt/: Stuff
Tom Wolfe
,
Parrar, Strauss and Giroux
$/2.95: 486 pages
By Sherry Clancy
Everything you did not know
you would want to know about
the first decade of America's
space program is in Tom Wolfe's
latest novel, The Right Stuff.
Wolfe, literary master of the
Americ!lll scenario, has produced
a wryly humorous, prodigiously
perceptive account of this era of
American history.
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Prof's book is ~tidbit' collection
be pleasuntly relieved to discover that
Coke is .an engaging biographer who sheds
clarity on the ide~s and importance of all
overlooked American artist.
Included in the text are excerpts from
Dasburg's writing and correspondence
that reveal the rtature of his personality,
his analytiCal mind and his enthusiasm in
embracing the ideas of c\lbism. Coke
clearly emphathizes with Dasburg's
endeavors and does a fine job ·of
elucidation in the analysis of Dasburg's
work. The book is amply illustrated with
pertinent selections from Dasburg's work.
Coke sees Dasburg as an artist with the
wits to recognize the value in a new idea.
The fruits of his labor were borne from a
willingness to pursue something different
from what was already .accepted. That
sometimes did not make .for an. even career
- a critic once said Dasburg had executed
somersault$ and tight-rope acts to arrive
at his various painterly achievements.
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AlTERNATIVE GIFTS: BIRDSONG Dook5 &
Rccotd~

e:m

MARY

SI.OANE

Albuquerque

Children's Theater

PRESENTS
Their Delightfully Different Version of

sfe~i~ 13~cmty

Four Performances
at POPE:JOY HALL
Saturday, Dee. 8
&
Sunday, Dec. 9
1:30 and 3:30
each day•

•Saturday 3:30
Performance S!lld. eut

By BILL FIA YDEN

certificate· {IS· pcrc:cn1 dotuncd to
C'amhodia.ll060irardS13,26S'·12(J<L_ _ _ _ 12117
PLEASE

l:onificr

Rn~rr

1\.lil~tcrs-on- ASAP, i-'fj.,:5Ji1 or leave hi~~agc wltli
C'"Oti~t:prion~, 211~56~6.

12111

liNDA: ( HAVEN'T seen you itt wcch hccrmse ('i
linah. Plea~e ltltet me at Rflf':tt Uctr Uu~r on 1'f1elOrh!

51:'r;tt,_

.-

_111M

CONeFPTIONS SOlJTHWE.~T DfiADLINE hOJ

hecn txltt\ded lo be-c . .20. Dring ar1~ f}octry,
n.hnf.ngratJhy. fiction, miHic. d~rte'C". -rJay~. l)lm" ere.
fo _Marron Hall, Rm. lOS:.
_
_12111
i-Ok. A GOO[) lime -c~ll Anll:t A, ;~:ny tlmt' rtf 1_43·
Rl\1.
JU<J7
FMofCllJS AMOS CHOCOLATE, LATI!

ohl~

-:~nki~ar" Dl~it_y~,. 3014 Monte·VI,~tlt Nf!.. 11~CI!'rttber
~1'1~iRI, feglilar·~u}9., ilj}W!l.4lJ~ _
_
12'11_1
lH~NA Y._WE ALt. lovefo!J.-Thc }H~[t>-t-Y Ocpl. TN!!
nnd hiend~_. .
1'l/07
MAIU'!. l SMil.f! 1fir~liPh tll!<iifn~~ -cnme~. rlut
-t:.'-_iitYthing-f.t _~rill iljti:lff, ll's. juq_ the- W<JY H-d,M~:t~.

And <ntrow Oiled 1h~ eYe~. ll!li hev. tlinr- wtnro Wtly'<'!..sa:t. ~Mdbye-r -ftnile Mlii'lhoutll di~ftmce c(lnlt'_"''
nllfll<" llt(!Wr!.

12/01

lr1.Al'r•y .BtltT-I·iDAV oAY~lrWC!, y~mr Sa~ill!f:thl$
t!Cfld.
121M
Mt,XIet\N CAl F.NOARS .(1'11<111 MUY honiro

Albuquerque Children's Theater takes a new look at the old
faVorite, SLEEPING BEAUTY, and discover$ things Disney
never dreamed of. Come <l!ld have a fun-filled afternoon, with
Princess Aurora the Cute, Rack, .Ruin and Rosemary, the Queen
with the ho.trid memory, the Good Fairy who flies on wires and all
the other delfghtf\11 characters in AC'I"s new version of the old
classic, S.LEEPING BEAUTY.

)I'll ADVANCE-S2.00 or 51.50 for groups of IO otmore

Alllickets S2.50 DAY ofPERFORMANCE

tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office· 277 ·3 121
And All Ticket Master Oudets•
For furtherinfonnaliort,caU A.t.T .at 26S-6561
•NOTE: Ticket Mastet .Outlets charge a S.SO per ticket fee.
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THE

connofssc~aR

2nd Annual 250ooo
Gift Givers Giveaway

· only at the
rrHt

conoofssear<

ask for a demonstration

The ,Connoisseurs are Giving away
2500.00 worth of Gifts for thelr 2nd .Annual
~fb~ * G.ift Givers Giveaway *
1-~\ 3l00San . Mafeo So. end Laramie~q •. 8~3-.9504

0

2400 Juan Tabo at Menual293-3491

Get your. FREE Gift Today!!!

